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State of the art commercial lithium ion batteries use cathodes such as lithium cobalt
oxide which rely on insertion and removal of lithium ions from a host material.
However, insertion cathode materials are limited in their capacity, and replacing
them with a cathode that employs growth and dissolution of new phases could
significantly increase a battery’s energy density. For example, oxygen and sulfur
cathodes have been widely researched to this end, with both cases involving the
growth of a lithium-rich compound on a current collector/catalyst support.
We begin by describing the effect of using a molten salt electrolyte in a lithium-
oxygen battery. In particular, we focus on how the electrochemical performance
and discharge product, lithium peroxide, differ from that of a traditional organic
electrolyte. In addition, we discuss the enhanced peroxide solubility in a molten salt
and its implications for lithium peroxide growth and coulombic efficiency. Finally,
we address the cell death of a galvanostatically cycled battery.
We then introduce a similar phase-forming conversion chemistry, whereby a molten
nitrate salt serves as both an active material and the electrolyte. Molten nitrate salts
were previously studied as an active material in a primary lithium battery where
lithium oxide irreversibly forms as nitrate reduces to nitrite. We will describe how
the use of a nanoparticle heterogeneous catalyst allows the reversible growth and
dissolution of micron-scale lithium oxide crystals in this system.
After introducing thesemolten salt lithium batteries, we address the effect of cathode
geometry on electrochemical performance. In particular, we note that the growth of
such large, solid phase species on the surface of the catalyst support imposes new
design restrictions when optimizing a cathode for energy density. As a proof of
concept, we design and implement an architected electrode with large pore volume
and relatively small surface area, comparing it with the more typical geometries of
thin films and nanoparticles.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
The ability to store energy and release it as needed plays a surprisingly important
role in our lives, so much so that we often forget how integral energy storage has
become to a modern lifestyle. For instance, this thesis is written on a laptop, a
device that is only possible due to significant advancements in battery technology
over the course of decades. And as the performance of batteries has grown over
the years, so too has the range of applications where they can play a part. While
today it may seem inevitable that electric vehicles are set to replace their gasoline
counterparts as automakers announce electrified lineups and countries announce
electrification goals[1], it is easy to forget that just 10 years ago Tesla released their
first electric vehicle to a skeptical public. Such a dramatic change in perspective
is largely thanks to the precipitous drop in battery prices over that time period[2].
Along a similar vein, renewable energy sources such as wind and solar have begun to
provide a significant portion of the power in our electric grid, but their intermittency
has created a need for large scale, cheap energy storage. We are already seeing
batteries begin to play a role in this space, and the improvement of existing battery
chemistries and development of new ones will only see their part grow. Between
consumer electronics, electric vehicles, grid storage, and many more, the range of
applications for batteries, in addition to the demands on them, is only growing.
The scope of this thesis is dedicated to understanding some of these new battery
chemistries, but to fully do so, it is instructive to look back at how we got to where
we are today.
1.1 A Brief History of Batteries
For the purposes of this thesis, it is best to divide the history of batteries into
three simple categories: before, during, and after lithium-ion batteries. As this is
a brief history, many chemistries will be overlooked. A commonality across all of
these battery chemistries is that the underlying physics is the same: an electrolyte
separates two electrodes where redox reactions occur, one an oxidation and the
other a reduction, and the difference in reduction potential of the two reactions is
the voltage across the battery.
2Before Lithium-Ion
The first true battery was invented in 1800 by Alessandro Volta, after whom the
unit Volt is named[3]. While electrochemistry was not understood at the time, his
voltaic stack was a true electrochemical cell consisting of zinc and copper electrodes
separated by a sulfuric acid electrolyte, giving the half cell reactions of Equation
1.1.
Zn + SO2−4 → ZnSO4 + 2e− (1.1a)
2H+ + 2e− → H2 (1.1b)
Similar batteries were used through much of the 1800s until the development of the
lead-acid battery, the first rechargeable battery, in 1859[4]. The ability to reuse these
batteries led to an expanded range of applications for batteries, and the lead-acid
chemistry is still widely used today.
After the development of the lead-acid battery, many other primary and reversible
chemistries came into use, including zinc-carbon, nickel-cadmium, alkaline, and
nickel-metal hydride to name a few. However, a battery with larger energy density
was desired, and lithium became a heavily researched battery constituent due to its
low atomic mass and reduction potential. While lithium batteries were commercial-
ized as primary batteries, developing a reversible chemistry proved challenging.
The Lithium-Ion Battery
Beginning in the 1970s, several groups performed the work necessary to develop
the lithium-ion battery, with Stanley Whittingham demonstrating the reversible
intercalation of lithium[5, 6], John Goodenough the LiCoO2 cathode[7], and Rachid
Yazami the reversible intercalation of lithium into a graphite anode[8]. Building
off of these works, Sony was able to commercialize the lithium-ion battery in 1991,
first with a hard carbon anode, and later a graphite one.
The operation of the lithium-ion battery is significantly different than the recharge-
able batteries that preceded it. Both electrodes employ a lithium intercalation
mechanism, a process by which lithium ions reversibly enter and exit a host crystal
structure. Typical positive electrodes are transition metal oxides such as LiCoO2
and LiFePO4[9], and the typical negative electrode is a carbon such as graphite or
amorphous carbon. Because the reduction potential of lithium insertion into these
carbons is close to that of lithium (ca. 0.2 V vs Li/Li+) and the reduction potential
of lithium insertion into one of these transition metal oxides is around 3 - 4.5 V vs
3Li/Li+, the cell potential is far too large to use an aqueous electrolyte. As a result,
an organic electrolyte such as a mixture of lithium hexafluorophosphate salt in an
ethylene carbonate and diethyl carbonate solution (LiPF6 in EC/DEC) is used[10].
A schematic of the discharge process in such a lithium-ion battery is shown in Figure
1.1, with the lithium ions leaving the host structure of the negative electrode and
entering the host structure of the positive electrode, and the charge process sees the
reverse happen.
Figure 1.1: Lithium-ion battery schematic. Adapted from [10].
The lithium-ion chemistry makes a compelling battery for several reasons, but chief
among them is its achievable energy density. Since its implementation in 1991,
many new transition metal oxides cathodes (LMO, NMC, and NCA to name a few)
have been developed, allowing this energy density to continue to grow. The capacity
of a typical graphite anode is ca. 300 mAh/g, and that of a typical transition metal
oxide is approaching 200 mAh/g, allowing a real full cell energy density over 250
Wh/kg[11]. This is an impressive value, considering that the first Sony lithium-ion
battery in 1991 achieved an 80 Wh/kg energy density[12]. There is still plenty of
rich work being done to continue improving the lithium-ion battery, such as the
implementation of silicon anodes[13], 5 V cathodes[14], and lithium-rich transition
metal oxide cathodes[15].
Beyond Lithium-Ion
While the progress in lithium-ion batteries has been quite impressive over the last
couple decades, there is still a desire for larger energy density, cheaper, and safer
batteries. As a result, research groups have looked beyond the typical intercalation
chemistries of the lithium-ion battery. This can take many forms: replacing the
graphite anode with silicon or lithium metal, replacing the liquid inorganic elec-
4trolyte with an aqueous or solid one, replacing the transition metal oxide cathode
with a conversion reaction chemistry, or moving away from lithium altogether, re-
placing it with a cheaper or multivalent ion. Each of these options is a field in
its own right. This thesis will focus on chemistries that replace the intercalation
based transition metal oxide cathode with one that does not require a host structure
for lithium, and Table 1.1 compares the theoretical energy density of current and
future intercalation cathodes with two of the more prominent "beyond lithium-ion"
cathode chemistries. By removing the mass of the host intercalation structure, far
higher theoretical energy densities can be achieved.
Theoretical Avg. discharge Theoretical
specific capacity potential specific energy
Cathode (mAh g-1) (V vs Li/Li+) (Wh kg-1)
LiCoO2 164 3.8 625
(LCO)
LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 147 4.7 690
(high-voltage spinel)
LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 195 3.8 740
(NCA)
LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 166 3.8 620
(NMC)
Li1.2Ni0.15Mn0.55Co0.10O2 267 3.65 970
(LMR-NMC)
Li2S 1168 2.15 2510
(lithium-sulfur)
Li2O2 1168 2.8 3330
(lithium-oxygen)
Table 1.1: Theoretical energy density of batteries, as paired with a lithium metal
anode. Adapted from [16].
1.2 The Lithium-Oxygen Battery
The large theoretical energy density of lithium-oxygen batteries makes them an
attractive candidate for research, because if even a small fraction of that theoretical
value were practically realized, it would compete well with state of the art lithium-
ion chemistries. The first demonstration of the lithium-oxygen battery chemistry
was in 1996[17], and it has been well studied since, leading to a good understanding
of the underlying mechanisms and appreciation for what still needs to be solved.
5Oxygen as a Cathode
When using oxygen as a cathode, the discharged state of the battery is less clear than
it is for a well structured intercalation one. For instance, one might imagine that
lithium oxide (Li2O) is the discharged state. And this would be a good thing, as each
mole of oxygen gas could host 4 moles of lithium. However, as suggested by Table
1.1, the discharged state is in fact lithium peroxide (Li2O2), giving 2 moles lithium
for each mole oxygen. Figure 1.2 is a simple schematic describing this discharge
process when paired with a lithium metal anode (as is typical in lithium-oxygen
research).
Figure 1.2: Lithium-oxygen battery schematic.
Note that a porous cathodic current collector, often a high surface area carbon, must
support the growth of the discharge product while also allowing diffusion of oxygen
from the gas phase to the electrode surface. In addition, this simple schematic
obfuscates the complex process of bringing together two lithium ions and an oxygen
molecule to the surface of the electrode where a two electron redox process must
take place. Due to this complexity, the possibility of a one step reaction is untenable,
and Equation 1.2 describes the generally accepted series of reactions[18].
O2 + e− → O−2 (1.2a)
O−2 + Li
+ → LiO2 (1.2b)
2LiO2 → Li2O2 +O2 (1.2c)
6Unlike the three step oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on discharge, the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) on charge is a single step evolution of oxygen. Regardless
of the reaction steps, the thermodynamic standard potential for the overall reaction
of Equation 1.2 is 2.96 V[19]. However, when performing this chemistry in an
actual battery, there is typically a significant overpotential on both discharge and
charge. Figure 1.3 shows the first cycle of lithium-oxygen batteries with different
carbons serving as the cathodic current collector.
Figure 1.3: Typical lithium-oxygen first cycle. 0.1 mA cm-2. Adapted from [20].
This large overpotential suggests a few things: the mechanism of Li2O2 growth on
discharge and dissolution on charge is probably complicated; the wide operating
potential window both reduces the round-trip energy efficiency of the battery and
lends the system to unwanted side reactions; and an effective catalyst for the reaction,
or some other mechanism of reducing the overpotential, is necessary for the lithium-
oxygen battery to be a successful secondary battery.
Lithium Peroxide Growth Mechanisms
While Equation 1.2 describes the chemistry involved in forming Li2O2, it does not
address how it is supported by the cathodic current collector. In particular, it gives
no understanding of the morphology of Li2O2 as it grows, the mechanism of Li2O2
growth, or the relationship between this morphology and the performance of the
battery. There are a wide range of morphologies reported throughout literature[21–
23], and Figure 1.4 gives a few typical examples of them.
It is worth noting that Li2O2 is insulating, so one would expect the thin film mor-
phology in Figure 1.4 due to the inability of electrons to leave the surface of the
7Figure 1.4: Typical morphologies of Li2O2. (A) Thin film (scale bar: 300 nm), (B)
platelet (scale bar: 1 µm), and (C) toroid (scale bar: 300 nm). Adapted from [24],
[25], and [26], respectively.
electrode once an insulating layer has formed. However, other morphologies are
also observed, including "toroid" structures on the scale of a micron, and the growth
of these larger particles should significantly increase the amount of Li2O2 hosted by
the cathode, in turn increasing the battery’s capacity. If all the chemical reactions in
Equation 1.2 happened at the surface of the electrode, this morphology would not be
possible. This curious observation of large, electrochemically grown, yet insulating
crystals was difficult to explain until the recent development of more detailed growth
mechanisms[25, 27].
A schematic detailing the two potential growth mechanisms of Li2O2 is shown in
Figure 1.5. In the surface growth mechanism, the first two steps of Equation 1.2
occur on the surface of the electrode, with a second reduction reaction then taking
place at the electrode. Since the entire ORR takes place on the electrode surface,
electrons must tunnel through any insulating Li2O2 already present, resulting in a
film thickness no larger than about 5-10 nm[28]. In the solution mediated growth
mechanism, the first two steps of Equation 1.2 also take place on the surface of
the electrode. However, here the intermediate species, lithium superoxide (LiO2),
is at least sparingly soluble in the electrolyte, and as a result, the disproportiona-
tion reaction can take place away from the electrode surface. This allows the final
step in Equation 1.2 to occur in a location which does not have access to an elec-
tron, therefore enabling the growth of micron scale insulating particles through an
electrochemical process.
Then the Li2O2 growth mechanism is dictated by the electrolyte, namely how well
the electrolyte can solvate the LiO2 intermediate species. In other words, the
extent of Lewis acidity and basicity of the electrolyte will determine which growth
8Figure 1.5: Growth mechanisms of Li2O2. Adapted from [25].
mechanism occurs. A quantitative measure of this can be given by the Gutmann
acceptor and donor numbers, which essentially dictate how well a solvent can
donate or accept electrons[29]. Figure 1.6 gives the acceptor and donor numbers for
some commonly used lithium-oxygen electrolyte solvents such as dimethoxyethane
(DME) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as well as impurities such as water. When
using DME as an electrolyte solvent, the surface growth mechanism takes place
and the capacity is poor, but when using DMSO or having a water impurity in
DME, the solution mediated growth mechanism predominates and the capacity is
far greater[27]. This suggests that finding an electrolyte with large acceptor and
donor numbers would increase the solvation of LiO2, and thus give an even larger
discharge capacity.
An interesting result of the importance of LiO2 solvation is the role that a trace
amount of water can play in the electrolyte[30]. Increasing the water content from
an anhydrous rated <4ppm concentration to 1000ppm can increase the discharge
capacity by a factor of 10[31]. While this water impurity can act as an enabler of
the solution mediated growth process, it also can serve as an example of the role
that side reactions can play in the lithium-oxygen chemistry. In a similar approach,
researchers have attempted using soluble catalysts, known as redox mediators, to
encourage solution mediated growth without requiring solvation of LiO2[32, 33].
Instability and Side Reactions
As with any secondary battery chemistry, the ability to reversibly cycle a lithium-
oxygen battery is predicated on avoiding side reactions that consume active parts of
the battery. For example, the development of carbonate electrolytes in lithium-ion
9Figure 1.6: Gutmann acceptor and donor number of solvents. Free energy of LiO2
dissolution, relative to DME. Adapted from [25].
batteries allowed the formation of a stable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) on a
graphite anode, preventing further decomposition through exfoliation and allowing
graphite to intercalate reversibly[34]. Along a similar vein, it is important to select
the appropriate electrolyte and cathodematerial for a lithium-oxygen battery to cycle
reversibly.
As described above, water impurities can play a significant role in the lithium-
oxygen battery. While it can enhance the solubility of LiO2, it can also engage in a
side reaction, forming lithium hydroxide (LiOH), which is an irreversible reaction
in this system[30]. In addition to water impurities, degradation of the organic
electrolyte can lead to a wide range of irreversible decomposition products[35]. An
expansive search for organic electrolytes has yet to find one that does not suffer
from degradation[36–41]. Interestingly, it is thought that LiO2 is a primary culprit,
considering the reactivity of the superoxide radical to organic species. This leads
to the unfortunate situation where increasing the capacity through the solution
mediated growth mechanism also leads to irreversibility due to superoxide attack of
the electrolyte.
In addition to electrolyte degradation, the high surface area carbons often employed
as the cathode catalyst or the support for other catalysts also suffers from side
reactions. In particular, lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) is a common side product
which is irreversible on charge[42, 43]. Searching for electrodes which are both
catalytic to ORR and OER while also being immune to these side reactions is an
active area of research[44–46].
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The accumulation of these side products which are not removed during OER lead
to a passivation of the cathode as insulating species prevent electrons from reaching
the electrolyte. When enough of these side products have accumulated, the cell can
no longer function and the discharge capacity rapidly approaches zero in an event
called "sudden cell death"[42].
The instabilities of both the cathode and electrolyte mentioned above, in addition to a
host of other practical complications notmentioned here, demonstrate the difficulties
associated with successfully implementing a lithium-oxygen battery. This quick
review has only covered the aspects of the lithium-oxygen battery most relevant for
this thesis, and there are several excellent, thorough reviews for further reading[16,
19, 47, 48]. The complexity of the lithium-oxygen chemistry is a long way from
that first primary battery of Volta described in Equation 1.1. However, this lends it
to being a rich area of research with many problems to solve.
1.3 Thesis Overview
The aim of this thesis is to give a deeper understanding of battery cathodes that
employ a phase forming conversion reaction chemistry, and in doing so, provide
design guidelines so that one could optimize such a cathode. The first chapter of
this thesis has provided a brief introduction to the current state of battery research and
then given a detailed look into the lithium-oxygen battery. The second chapter will
probe the effects of operating a lithium-oxygen battery with a molten salt electrolyte,
noting the implications this gives for the chemistry more broadly. The third chapter
will introduce nitrate reduction chemistry, which is similar to the lithium-oxygen
battery, and demonstrate its ability to serve as a secondary battery. The fourth
chapter will use this nitrate reduction chemistry to explore the effects of cathode
structure on battery performance, drawing conclusions which can be more broadly
applied to other battery chemistries. Finally, the fifth chapter will reflect on the
implications of this thesis and the direction of the field moving forward.
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A MOLTEN SALT LITHIUM-OXYGEN BATTERY
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Chapter Abstract
Despite the promise of extremely high theoretical capacity (2Li + O2 → Li2O2,
1675 mAh per gram of oxygen), many challenges currently impede development
of lithium-oxygen battery technology. Finding suitable electrode and electrolyte
materials remains the most elusive challenge to date. A radical new approach is
to replace volatile, unstable and air-intolerant organic electrolytes common to prior
research in the field with alkali metal nitrate molten salt electrolytes and operate
the battery above the liquidus temperature (>80 °C). In this chapter we demon-
strate an intermediate temperature lithium-oxygen battery using a lithium anode, a
molten nitrate-based electrolyte (e.g., LiNO3–KNO3 eutectic) and a porous carbon
oxygen cathode with high energy efficiency (~95%) and improved rate capability
because the discharge product, lithium peroxide, is stable and moderately soluble
in the molten salt electrolyte. The results, supported by essential state-of-the-art
electrochemical and analytical techniques such as in situ pressure and gas analyses,
scanning electronmicroscopy, rotating disk electrode voltammetry, demonstrate that
Li2O2 electrochemically forms and decomposes upon cycling with discharge/charge
overpotentials as low as 50 mV. We show that the cycle life of such batteries is
limited only by carbon reactivity and by the uncontrolled precipitation of Li2O2,
which eventually becomes electrically disconnected from the oxygen electrode.
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2.1 Molten Salt Electrolytes
The Introduction Chapter demonstrated both the potential of lithium-oxygen batter-
ies as a replacement for lithium-ion ones and the many challenges that must still be
overcome for them to be practically realized. In particular, finding sufficiently stable
electrolytes in the presence of the active lithium-oxygen cathode electrochemistry
has been the most elusive challenge to date. In addition, the insulating and insol-
uble nature of Li2O2 passivates the cathode surface, limiting discharge capacity to
a small fraction of the large theoretical capacity provided by the lithium-oxygen
electrochemistry.
The approach described in this chapter is to replace unstable aqueous or organic-
based electrolytes common in prior lithium-oxygen battery research with an organic-
free molten alkali metal nitrate electrolyte and operate the battery above the eutectic
melting point, typically between 80 and 200 °C[49]. Research on molten nitrate
electrolytes for lithium batteries and thermal batteries traces back to the late 1970s
when it was observed that the reaction between metallic lithium and the nitrate anion
generated a SEI composed of Li2O that was sufficiently stable for primary cells and
rechargeable cells with limited cycle life[50, 51]. However, reports on oxygen
electrode behavior in these electrolyte mixtures are somewhat lacking. Previous
works reported that equilibria between superoxide, peroxide, and oxide forms of
reduced oxygen could coexist in the molten salt electrolyte with high reversibility
at a platinum rotating disk electrode[52, 53]. Stability toward lithium, low melting
point relative to other inorganic salts, high thermal stability above 500 °C, non-
volatility, high ionic conductivity and acceptable electrochemical stability window
(typically between 2.2 and 3.8 V vs Li/Li+ on amorphous carbon black electrodes)
are attractive features that make the molten nitrate and nitrite class of electrolytes
interesting for lithium-oxygen batteries.
Furthermore, we hypothesize that LiO2 and Li2O2 discharge products will have
enhanced solubility in this electrolyte compared to room temperature organic elec-
trolytes, because previous work on molten salts as solvents have found them to have
acceptor numbers >100, a value well off the chart in Figure 1.6[54]. Together with
improved electrode kinetics at elevated temperature, we anticipate high reversibility
and higher rate capability for the oxygen electrode.
The composition and relevant material properties of molten salts used in this work
are described in Table 2.1. All salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and vac-
uum dried for at least one week before use. The chosen compositions correspond to
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the eutectic composition of the described mixture. Melting point was measured by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), lithium cation transference number by the
Bruce and Vincent method[55], and ionic conductivity at 150 °C by using a conduc-
tivity cell of known cell constant suitable for elevated temperature measurements.
Chemical Melting Lithium Ionic
composition point transference conductivity
Electrolyte (mol %) (°C) number (mS cm-1)
LiNO3 – 42–58 125 0.68 88
KNO3
LiNO3 – 37–39–24 90 0.28 115
KNO2 –
CsNO3
Table 2.1: Molten salt electrolyte compositions, with measurements of conductivity
properties at 150 °C.
2.2 Oxygen Electrochemistry in a Molten Salt
A combination of cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic cycling are used to
compare the electrochemical behavior of a traditional organic electrolyte with the
molten salt electrolytes described in Table 2.1. These experiments were performed
in Swagelok cells with known volume that are paired with a pressure sensor and
valve to allow filling the head-space with gas and connecting the cell to a mass
spectrometer. Cathodes consisted of about 5 mg of Super P carbon and PTFE binder
95:5 mass ratio pressed onto a stainless steel mesh. A glass microfiber separator
was impregnated with about 300 mg of molten salt electrolyte and vacuum dried
overnight at 200 °C. For organic electrolytes, the separator was simply wet with
purchased premixed electrolyte. Anodes were a simple lithium foil. All assembly
took place in a glovebox, then the cells were filled with oxygen after a leak test,
and finally placed in an oven to be held at the operating temperature. A detailed
description of the cell design and assembly is given in the appendix.
Cyclic Voltammetry
Figure 2.1 compares CVs of oxygen reduction at a Super P carbon cathode in
a conventional lithium-oxygen battery electrolyte, 0.1 M LiClO4–DMSO, and a
LiNO3–KNO3 eutectic, at 30 and 150 °C, respectively. As expected, results indicate
that in the common organic electrolyte, oxygen reduction to form Li2O2 is a highly
irreversible electrochemical process, as only a strong cathodic current and no anodic
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Figure 2.1: Cyclic voltammetry of oxygen reduction and evolution. (a,c) 0.1 M
LiClO4–DMSO at 30 °C and (b,d) LiNO3–KNO3 eutectic at 150 °C. Working
electrode: Super P porous carbon (A = 0.785 cm2), carbon loading ~5 mg/cm2.
Counter and reference electrodes: lithium metal. Scan rate: 0.05 mV/s. Voltage
window: 2.5–3.2 V vs Li/Li+. Current density expressed in mA per g of carbon.
current is observed in the operating potential window. Previous results have shown
that high anodic potentials (>3.8 V) are necessary to oxidize Li2O2 in DMSO-
based electrolytes, although at these potentials, a substantial fraction of the Li2O2
oxidation current results in parasitic decomposition of the electrolyte. On the other
hand, CVs performed in the oxygen-saturated LiNO3–KNO3 eutectic at 150 °C
shows high reversibility with Qa/Qc ratio of ~0.9 (anodic charge Qa and cathodic
charge Qc were obtained by integrating the “current vs time” plot derived from the
CV; Qa/Qc would ideally equal 1). To verify nitrate electrolyte electrochemical
stability in the operating voltage window, we performed the same CV experiment
under argon gas (without any oxygen present) and did not observe any faradaic
currents. Furthermore, pressure monitoring clearly demonstrates gas is consumed
upon reduction (cathodic scan) and generated upon oxidation (reverse, anodic scan).
Mass spectrometry on the head-space following the CV indicates that only oxygen,
and no other gas, is evolved during the anodic scan. As expected, no pressure rise is
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observed during the anodic CV scan of a DMSO-based battery, as no anodic current
is observed, indicating that no product is being oxidized. The standard electrode
potential (E0) for the electrochemical formation of Li2O2 (2Li++O2+2e− 
 Li2O2)
can be calculated from the free energy of formation, and is generally considered to
be ~2.96 V vs Li/Li+ at 30 °C. However, operating the battery as 150 °C gives a
calculated potential of ~2.83 V vs Li/Li+, which agrees with the median potential,
measured from the CV.
It is important to note that quasi-reversible CVs are observed at a carbon oxygen
electrode in the molten salt eutectic, with cathodic peak to anodic peak separation
of about 200 mV. Typical CVs for conventional organic electrolytes at room tem-
perature usually display anodic peaks in the 3.4-4.5 V window, which are attributed
to side reactions (e.g., solvent decomposition) alongside direct Li2O2 oxidation.
Greater currents are obtained when using the molten salt electrolyte, which likely is
a result of less cathode passivation due to the higher solubility of intermediate LiO2
and discharge product Li2O2. The high cathodic peak potential for oxygen reduction
in the melt (~2.73 V vs Li/Li+) is likely a result of a combination of the following
effects: (i) improved electrode kinetics from elevated temperature operation, (ii)
lower internal cell resistance as a result of high ionic conductivity of the molten
salt, (iii) improved intermediate solubility (as will be conclusively shown later),
such as LiO2, which in turn reduces Li2O2 induced electrode passivation[56, 57].
Consistent with a Qa/Qc ratio of ~0.9, a slight inefficiency in the pressure profile
for the nitrate electrolyte is attributed to Li2O2 precipitating in the separator, away
from the current collector carbon, and becoming electrically disconnected. Some
dissolved Li2O2 may also have traveled across the electrolyte and been reduced to
Li2O on the lithium metal. No particular effort had been made to optimize the
porous volume and electrode architecture to date. These results constitute a signif-
icant step forward in the search for stable electrolyte materials. We anticipate that
the LiO2 or Li2O2 could react with carbon at the operating temperature of these
batteries to generate Li2CO3 at the surface of carbon. This is consistent with oxygen
consumption/evolution inefficiencies observed during the CV.
Galvanostatic Cycling
In a similar vein as the CV scans of Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 compares galvanostatic
cycles of oxygen reduction at a Super P carbon cathode in a conventional lithium-
oxygen battery electrolyte , 0.1 M LiClO4–DMSO, and a molten salt electrolyte.
However, in this case themolten salt is a LiNO3–KNO2–CsNO3 eutecticmixture, and
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Figure 2.2: Galvanostatic cycling of oxygen reduction and evolution with pressure
profiles measured in (a,c) 0.1 M LiClO4–DMSO at 30 °C between 2.5 and 4.2 V
and (b,d) LiNO3–KNO2–CsNO3 molten salt electrolyte at 120 °C between 2.65 and
3.0 V. Positive electrode: Super P carbon:PTFE 95:5 wt %, current: 0.25 mA (~80
mA/g carbon). Electrolyte loading: 150 µL. Carbon loading: ~4 mg/cm2. Pressure
profiles depicted in (c) and (d) are for the first cycle of the battery. Battery capacity
expressed in mAh per g of carbon. E0 represents the thermodynamic potential for
the reaction 2Li+ + 2e− +O2 
 Li2O2 at 30 °C (c) and 120 °C (d)
they operate at 30 and 120 °C, respectively. The ternary mixture of nitrate/nitrite
salts has a lower melting point compared to the lithium/potassium nitrate binary
mixture, and therefore allowed the operation of the battery at a lower temperature.
The battery that uses the organic electrolyte has poor capacity retention and high
voltage hysteresis, whereas the battery using the molten nitrate/nitrite salts can be
cycled between 2.65 and 3.0 V with remarkably low voltage hysteresis (~0.1 V) and
good capacity retention. Consistent with the CV data, a ~10% irreversible capacity
loss is observed in the molten nitrate/nitrite battery. The voltage profile comparison
for the first three cycles of the batteries clearly demonstrates the superior behavior
of the molten salt lithium-oxygen battery compared to prior state of the art in terms
of (i) dramatically reduced voltage gap, (ii) excellent capacity retention, and (iii)
clear end of half cycle based on voltage turn-down on discharge and turn-up on
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charge. The challenge will be to couple the molten nitrate electrolytes with stable
cathode materials to achieve long cycle life. Pressure monitoring in the organic
electrolyte battery during cycling clearly shows that only a small fraction of oxygen
consumed during discharge is evolved during charge. Side reactions govern the
electrochemistry and account for rapid capacity fade in the DMSO-based battery.
Many authors have reported high chemical instability of DMSO solvent in the
lithium-oxygen battery[36, 58].
Figure 2.2d demonstrates that oxygen can be consumed and subsequently evolved
with relatively high efficiency (∆Pcharge/ ∆Pdischarge ≈ 90%) when recharging the
molten salt battery, with identical slopes of pressure variation within the battery
during discharge and charge. Enhanced LiO2/Li2O2 solubility in the melt leads to
electrical disconnection and carbon decomposition, and are thought to be responsible
for the ~10% irreversible pressure loss during cycling. We found the stoichiometry
for the battery reaction, often reported as e-/O2 molar ratio in the literature, to be 2.0
by combining coulometry and gas analysis, for both discharge (ORR) and charge
(OER) half-cycles. Oxygen partial pressure, internal battery volume, and operating
temperature are all carefully controlled parameters. Molar ratios that deviate from
2.0 are indicative of parasitic processes occurring during cycling, often related to
a reaction between the electrolyte (or the electrode) and reduced forms of oxygen.
Gas analysis by mass spectrometry of the battery head-space is routinely performed
to ensure O2 (mass 32) is the only gaseous species formed during cycling. Typically,
gases such as CO (28), CO2 (44), NO (30) and NO2 (46) are monitored by mass
spectrometry. These would arise from oxidation reactions of the carbon electrode
material and the electrolyte materials, namely nitrite and nitrate.
Gas Analysis of Charging Process
Figure 2.3 shows in situ gas analysis performed during a lithium-oxygen battery
charge half-cycle in LiNO3–KNO3 electrolyte at 150 °C. The battery was first dis-
charged under oxygen to roughly 30% depth of discharge (~400 mAh/g). Then,
during open circuit voltage (OCV) between discharge and charge, the valve con-
necting the battery to the mass spectrometer was opened and the gases were allowed
to flow from the battery head-space directly into the mass spectrometer chamber.
The charge half-cycle was therefore carried out under a vacuum which would not be
possible with common organic electrolytes due to solvent volatility. As the electrode
begins to recharge, oxygen mass 32 signal increases and remains steady throughout
the entire charge, which is consistent with the pressure data observed in Figure 2.2d.
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Other gases, such as carbon dioxide (mass 44) and nitric oxide (mass 30) remain at
background levels.
Figure 2.3: Mass spectrometry of lithium-oxygen charge process. Battery employed
a LiNO3–KNO3 molten salt electrolyte, a Super P carbon:PTFE cathode, and was
charged at 150 °C, ~80 mA/g, to a 3.0 V cutoff. Capacity expressed in mAh per g
of carbon.
2.3 Lithium Peroxide and Wulff Constructions
Confident in the reversibility in both the electrochemistry and gas analysis afforded
by a molten salt electrolyte, a combination of X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) are
used to characterize the discharge product grown on the cathode. Typically, the
cathode was extracted from heated batteries inside an argon-filled glovebox and
rinsed with N-Methylacetamide (NMA) solvent to remove residual nitrate and nitrite
salts.
X-ray Diffraction
After extraction from the battery following the procedure described above, carbon
electrodes were then sealed in Kapton tape for protection against air contamination.
Diffraction was performed on a PANalytical X’Pert Pro X-ray powder diffractometer
with Cu Kα1 radiation.
XRD patterns of the carbon electrode before discharge, following a ~1400 mAh/g
discharge under O2 to 2.6 V cathodic cutoff, and after a completed cycle (electrode
fully recharged to 3.0 V) are depicted in Figure 2.4. The XRD results clearly
demonstrate that crystalline Li2O2 forms on the carbon surface during discharge
and can subsequently be oxidized upon battery charge. XRD also reveals the
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Figure 2.4: X-ray diffraction of lithium-oxygen cathode across one cycle. Scans
taken following an OCV period (before discharge), a single discharge to 2.6 V,
and a discharge/charge cycle between 2.6 and 3.0 V, in LiNO3–KNO3 molten salt
electrolyte at 150 °C with Super P carbon cathode.
presence of Li2CO3 alongside Li2O2, confirming sustained reaction between carbon
and the oxygen reduction products. In addition, this Li2CO3 side product remains
after charge.
Wulff Constructions
Before analyzing the discharge product morphologies observed in this molten salt
electrolyte, it is worthwhile to give a brief review on Wulff constructions. In
particular, this section will describe the underlying theory, geometrical construction,
and necessary conditions of Wulff constructions.
A simple summary of the theory and proof for aWulff construction is provided here.
For the detailed version of the proof on which this section is based, see [59]. The
surface energy of a crystal with i atoms (the difference between the free energy of i
atoms in an infinite crystal and the free energy of the i atoms in this crystal) is given




γ jO j (2.1)
where γ j is the surface energy of jth face, and O j its area. Minimizing this energy
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for a constant volume gives ∑
j
γ jδO j = 0 (2.2)
Now choose a point inside the crystal. Drawing perpendiculars h j from each face to







h jO j (2.3)
Taking a small change in crystal shape at constant volume, after some algebra which
is omitted here, yields the expression∑
j
h jδO j = 0 (2.4)
Combining Equations 2.2 and 2.4 with an arbitrary constant λ gives∑
j
(h j − λγ j)δO j = 0 (2.5)
Because the small change in crystal shape was arbitrary, so is δO j , requiring h j −
λγ j = 0 for all j. Then h j = λγ j , and the length of this perpendicular line is
proportional to the surface energy of the face it corresponds to, proving the idea
proposed by Wulff[61].
Figure 2.5: Wulff construction schematic. Adapted from [62].
Turning the idea of this derivation backwards, one can construct the shape of a
crystal with minimized surface energy. Begin with a plot of surface energy for every
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crystal orientation, γ(i j k). Draw a line (representing the h j of above) from the origin
to each point on this plot. At this intersection, construct the plane perpendicular to
this hi j k (representing the O j of above). The crystal with minimum surface energy
is then the one bounded by all of these planes. A schematic of this process in two
dimensions is shown in Figure 2.5.
While this construction represents a minimization of the surface energy, and thus
the thermodynamic equilibrium crystal shape, like many topics in materials science,
a competition between thermodynamics and kinetics determines the physically re-
alized outcome. For instance, several groups have performed Wulff constructions
of Li2O2[63, 64], and Figure 2.6 gives a representative example. By comparison
to the previously observed morphologies of Li2O2 shown in Figure 1.4, it appears
that the equilibrium hexagonal structure is not achieved in a lithium-oxygen battery
for either the surface or solution mediated growth mechanisms. This suggests that
the kinetics of the system are playing a significant role in determining the crystal
morphology.
Figure 2.6: Wulff construction of Li2O2. Adapted from [63].
Microscopy and Elemental Analysis
After extraction from the battery following the procedure described above, carbon
electrodes were briefly exposed to air (~30 seconds) as they were loaded into an
SEM vacuum chamber. SEM analysis was performed in a Versa 3D DualBeam
focused ion beam (FIB) microscope (FEI), and the elemental analysis with a ZEISS
1550VP FESEM microscope equipped with an Oxford X-Max SDD X-ray energy
dispersive spectrometer.
Figure 2.7 shows SEM images of the carbon electrode surface before and after
a discharge under oxygen to 2.6 V at 80 mA/g in a LiNO3–KNO3 molten salt.
Typically, large particles ranging from 500 nm to several microns were observed at
the carbon surface of the discharged cathode. These particles are much larger than
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Figure 2.7: Morphology of oxygen cathode discharge product, taken with SEM. (A)
Super P carbon nanoparticles before discharge (scale bar: 250 nm). (B,C) Cathode
following ~1400 mAh/g discharge under oxygen to 2.6 V cutoff (scale bar: 1 µm
and 500 nm, respectively).
the ones grown in past work using an organic electrolyte, such as those in Figure
1.3. In addition, the observed morphology of the discharge product, believed to
be Li2O2, consists of stacks of hexagonal layers. This morphology agrees with
theoretical predictions of the Wulff construction of Li2O2 being a hexagonal prism
as shown in Figure 2.6.
The observation of these particularly large particles suggests an enhanced solubility
of the discharge products, leading to the solution mediated precipitation of Li2O2.
The increased solubility agrees with the large acceptor and donor number of previ-
ously studied molten salts described earlier. This enhanced solubility, in addition
to the elevated temperature of the battery, would reduce the kinetic restrictions on
crystal growth, allowing these Li2O2 crystals to grow with equilibrium shape.
Figure 2.8 displays the elemental analysis performed on a discharged carbon cathode
and centered on a grown Li2O2 crystal. While EDS is typically unable to observe
lithium directly, we do observe only the presence of oxygen, and notably the absence
of carbon or potassium. The lack of carbon demonstrates that this crystal is not
Li2CO3 or some other side product due to decomposition of the Super P carbon on
the cathode, and the lack of potassium demonstrates that this crystal is not frozen salt
or some side product due to decomposition of the electrolyte. The observed particle
is clearly crystalline as evidenced by the well defined facets, so the diffraction of
Figure 2.4 corroborates that this is in fact Li2O2.
SEM analysis of a Super P carbon electrode fully charged to 3.0 V (1st cycle)
in Figure 2.9 showed no evidence of Li2O2, and many areas of the cathode were
covered by needle-like particles of several hundred nanometers. Consistent with
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Figure 2.8: Elemental map of oxygen cathode discharge product, taken with EDS.
(grayscale) Electron micrograph (scale bar: 2.5 µm) with (red) carbon, (green) oxy-
gen, and (purple) potassium elemental maps of a Super P carbon cathode following
~1400 mAh/g discharge under oxygen to 2.6 V cutoff.
Figure 2.9: Elemental map of oxygen cathode after full cycle, taken with EDS.
(grayscale) Electron micrograph (scale bar: 2 µm) with (red) carbon and (green)
oxygen of a Super P carbon cathode following ~1400 mAh/g discharge and charge
to 3.0 V cutoff under oxygen.
XRD data showing Li2CO3 at the end of charge, elemental analysis supports the
coprecipitation of Li2CO3 at the cathode surface.
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Lithium Peroxide Solubility
While the morphology of Li2O2 shown in the previous section suggests an enhanced
solubility in the molten salt electrolyte, a more quantitative measure would help
confirm this. Li2O2 solubility and diffusivity in the molten salt electrolyte were
investigated by rotating disk electrode (RDE) measurements. Typically a PTFE-
based electrochemical cell was used inside an argon-filled glovebox. The working
electrode consisted of a platinum RDE (5.0 mm OD, 99.99% pure, mirror polished,
Pine Research), the counter electrode a platinum wire (1.0 mm OD, Sigma-Aldrich)
and the reference electrode a lithium metal rod (Sigma-Aldrich). The 3-electrode
cell was loaded with roughly 35 mL of carefully dried LiNO3–KNO3 eutectic and
maintained at 150 °C by means of thermocouple and suitable beaker heating mantle.
Once reproducible CVs were obtained in the 2.8–3.3 V range, Li2O2 powder (Alfa
Aesar, 95% pure) was added to the molten salt electrolyte, and using the RDE tip,
the solution was vigorously stirred for several minutes until saturation. Linear sweep
voltammograms (anodic scans from OCV to 3.3 V vs Li/Li+) were then performed
at 1 mV/s, varying the electrode rotation rate from 100 to 2500 rpm. Levich/Cottrell
analysis was used to determine bulk concentration and diffusivity of Li2O2 in the
molten salt electrolyte. The Levich equation contains the diffusivity as well as the
bulk concentration of the reacting species Li2O2, hence one of these quantities must
be known to estimate the other. For that we used the Cottrell equation derived from
transient current measurements under quiescent conditions.
Figure 2.10 shows this linear sweep voltammetry data obtained for Li2O2 bulk
oxidation at 150 °C at a platinum RDE. Upon addition of Li2O2, the OCV of
the battery shifted to ~2.8 V vs Li/Li+ which is consistent with thermodynamic
data. Slightly sloped anodic limiting currents (i.e., mass-transport limited currents)
are due to interference with oxidation by impurities in the melt such as nitrite
and hydroxide ions (nitrite ions form when nitrate ions get chemically reduced by
the lithium reference electrode, whereas LiOH is a known impurity in LiNO3).
Consistent with fast electrode kinetics, the current observed at any given potential
along the voltammogram varies linearly with the square root of the rotation rate
and the line intercepts the vertical axis at zero. We measured the peroxide anion
concentration to be 5.2e-4 mol/L, which is an order of magnitude greater than values
calculated in organic solvents such as DMSO or DMF at 30 °C (in the 10-5 M
range). For those organic solvents, lithium atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS)
was typically performed on Li2O2-saturated samples after dilution in water[65]. It
appears that elevated temperature has an influence on Li2O2 solubility. Solvation
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effects between the molten salt electrolyte and the peroxide anions require further
investigation.
Figure 2.10: Linear sweep voltammograms of Li2O2 oxidation, recorded at a plat-
inum RDE (A = 0.196 cm2) in a molten salt electrolyte containing Li2O2. v = 1
mV/s, from OCV to 3.3 V vs Li/Li+. RDE rotation rate increased from 0 to 2500
rpm. For comparison, a LSV scan of the molten salt electrolyte without Li2O2 was
performed at each rotation rate to measure the background current (plotted is the
900 rpm scan). Performed in a LiNO3–KNO3 electrolyte at 150 °C with platinum
wire counter electrode and lithium metal rod reference electrode.
In the LiNO3–KNO3 eutectic molten electrolyte, the rate of the electrochemical
half-reaction O2−2 → O2 + 2e− at 150 °C is governed only by mass transport to the
electrode surface. A diffusion coefficient of 3.1e-8 cm2/s was found for the O22-
anion, several orders of magnitude lower than typical values for O2 (10-5, 10-6 cm2/s
range), but consistent with the fact that peroxide has two negative charges and could
exist as an ion pair with Li+ cations. Appropriate methodology to determine the
solubility and diffusivity of oxygen in molten nitrates is being developed.
The data shown throughout this section support the reversible, solution mediated
growth of Li2O2 in a molten salt electrolyte. In particular, the solvating ability of
the molten salt, paired with the elevated temperature of the battery, enables fast
electrode kinetics, resulting in the extremely low discharge/charge overpotentials
(~50 mV).
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2.4 Battery Cycling Performance and Cell Death
In order to understand the failure mechanisms of this system, the lithium-oxygen
battery depicted in Figure 2.11 was galvanostatically cycled in LiNO3–KNO3 eutec-
tic at 150 °C with limited depth of discharge (2 mAh discharge, ~45% DOD). The
battery was stopped after 50 cycles (~340 h of cycling) when the discharge capacity
had significantly dropped.
Figure 2.11: Cycling behavior of lithium-oxygen battery, including voltage profile
for cycle 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. Battery cycled in LiNO3–KNO3 molten salt
electrolyte at 150 °C using a Super P carbon cathode, current density of ~0.64
mA/cm2 or ~160 mA/g of carbon, and carbon loading of ~4 mg/cm2. Arrows
indicate increasing voltage hysteresis with cycle number.
Interestingly, if we assume that all of the coulombic inefficiency accumulated over
the life of the battery is attributed to the side reaction resulting in the formation of
Li2CO3, it would require more carbon than is present in the cathode. To explain this
apparent discrepancy, the cathode was analyzed by XRD and SEM similarly to the
previous sections.
Despite ending the cycling after a complete charging half-cycle to 3.0 V, the diffrac-
tion of Figure 2.12 reveals the presence of Li2O2 at the carbon surface, alongside
the expected Li2CO3. We believe that electrically disconnected Li2O2 accumulates
away from the electrode during cycling, accounting for the rest of the coulombic
inefficiency, while Li2CO3 passivates carbon and is responsible for the continuous
increase in battery polarization with cycle number.
SEM analysis of the cycled carbon cathode in Figure 2.13 further supports this
argument. First, the surface of the cathode is clearly electrically insulating, as
indicated by the charging of Figure 2.13a, with what appear to be clusters of Li2O2
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Figure 2.12: X-ray diffraction of cycled lithium-oxygen battery, from a cell similar
to the one in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.13: Scanning electron microscopy of cycled lithium-oxygen battery from
a cell similar to the one in Figure 2.11. (A) Image charging of cathode due to
electrically insulating surface (scale bar: 15 µm). (B) Li2CO3 particles covering
carbon surface (scale bar: 5 µm). (C) Li2O2 particles agglomerating on a separator
microfiber away from electrode surface (scale bar: 10 µm).
and Li2CO3 covering the carbon. A closer observation in Figure 2.13b shows large
crystals of Li2CO3 (fuzzy “needle-like” particles) which are seen throughout the
carbon surface. In addition, Figure 2.13c shows large, >10 µm, clusters of Li2O2
hexagonal prisms growing on the residual separator glass microfibers leftover on
the harvested cathode. It is noteworthy that electrochemically grown Li2O2 is
growing on the battery separator, which is insulating by design. This serves as a
direct confirmation of the solution-mediated growth process and is consistent with
uncontrolled precipitation of Li2O2 during battery cycling.
A sustained reaction between oxygen reduction products and carbon is responsible
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for the cycle life limitation of the present batteries. Electrode passivation by Li2CO3,
often reported as “carbon corrosion”, is a known phenomenon in lithium-oxygen
batteries[42, 43]. As the number of cycles increases, the voltage hysteresis of the
battery increases, consistent with the growth in electrode impedance. The origin of
capacity fade in these systems is therefore 2-fold. First, one needs to better control
Li2O2 dissolution and precipitation during discharge, and second, cathode materials
stable to oxygen reduction products need to be developed in order to achieve high
coulombic efficiency and maintain high energy efficiency.
2.5 Summary
We developed chemically stable electrolytes for the lithium-oxygen battery by re-
placing volatile, unstable, and air-intolerant aqueous or organic-based electrolytes
with an inorganic molten salt. We used eutectic binary or ternary mixtures of alkali
metal nitrate/nitrite salts and studied the oxygen electrochemistry at 120 and 150 °C.
Oxygen reduction was found to proceed based on a 2e-/O2 reaction leading to the for-
mation of Li2O2. We observed the shape of deposited Li2O2 to be hexagonal, which
agrees with equilibrium surface energy calculations of its Wulff construction. XRD
confirmed the reversible formation of crystalline Li2O2, and in situ gas and pressure
analyses demonstrated that oxygen could be efficiently evolved during charge at a
very low overpotential. A discharge/charge voltage gap of only ~0.1 V constitutes
the lowest value reported for a lithium-oxygen battery. Improved reversibility and
rate capability are thought to originate from enhanced solubility of the discharge
products, which alleviate the intrinsic electronic transport limitations of Li2O2 de-
posited on the lithium-oxygen battery cathode. More fundamental work needs to be
done to understand solvation effects and the role of nitrate/nitrite anions in enhanc-
ing solubility of the discharge products. In the present study we used Super P carbon
as the oxygen electrode material and showed that it tends to react with oxygen re-
duction products to form Li2CO3. We also demonstrated that decomposition of the
amorphous carbon electrode causes battery failure, and therefore the identification
of suitable non-carbonaceous oxygen electrode materials will be key to success for
this chemistry. Although we found that Li2CO3 is sparingly soluble in the melt and
can be bulk oxidized at about 3.5 V vs Li/Li+ at a platinum disk electrode, the side
product passivates the carbon electrode when operating the battery in the typical
voltage regime (2.6–3.0 V) and is responsible for increased polarization and capacity
loss. XRD analysis of a cycled carbon cathode revealed substantial accumulation
of electronically disconnected Li2O2. Large clusters, >10 µm in diameter, of Li2O2
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crystals deposited on the glass fiber separator were observed by SEM. Solubility of
Li2O2 allows growth of large particles and clusters via a solution phase mechanism
which enables high areal capacity and low overpotential, but creates challenges in
achieving high coulombic efficiency. Uncontrolled diffusion and precipitation of
soluble Li2O2 is a major cause of capacity loss, and the low oxygen solubility is
a challenge for achieving high rate capability. Methods to address these issues are
important areas of future work.
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C h a p t e r 3
A NITRATE REDUCTION BATTERY
Adapted from
1. Addison, D., Tozier, D., Tan, H., Uddin, J., Gallant, B. M., McCloskey, B. D.,
Greer, J. R., Chase, G. V.&Giordani, V. ANewRechargeable Battery: Lithium
Oxide Growth through Molten Salt Nitrate Reduction. (In Preparation).
Chapter Abstract
Next generation lithium batteries, such as the lithium-oxygen battery of the previous
chapter, often employ the growth of lithium-rich phases, allowing specific capacities
much higher than typical insertion cathode materials. In this chapter we introduce
a battery chemistry along a similar vein. We demonstrate that a nanoparticle
heterogeneous catalyst allows the reversible growth and dissolution of micron scale
Li2O crystals through the effective catalysis of nitrate reduction and nitrite oxidation.
This enables a new rechargeable battery system with a full cell theoretical specific
energy of 1289 Whkg-1 where a molten nitrate salt serves as both active material
and electrolyte.
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3.1 Nitrate Reduction Chemistry
The Introduction Chapter discussed the potential benefits of moving beyond the typ-
ical intercalation cathode materials of lithium-ion batteries, looking at chemistries
that employ the growth and dissolution of new phases such as oxygen and sulfur cath-
odes, both widely studied systems. The Second Chapter proposed a novel approach
to the lithium-oxygen battery, replacing the traditional organic electrolyte with a
molten salt one in hopes of overcoming some of practical challenges involved in
that system. This molten salt electrolyte also led to interesting growth mechanisms
of that systems lithium-rich phase, Li2O2.
This chapter considers a similar phase-forming conversion chemistry, whereby a
molten nitrate salt serves as both an active material and the electrolyte. Molten
nitrate salts have been previously studied as an active material in a primary lithium
battery where Li2O irreversibly forms as nitrate reduces to nitrite[50, 51, 66, 67].
The reaction and thermodynamic potential at 150 °C are given in Equation 3.1.
2Li + LiNO3 → Li2O + LiNO2 E0 = 2.44V (3.1)
When using a eutectic composition LiNO3–KNO3 electrolyte (the same one as in
Chapter Two), Equation 3.1 has a theoretical capacity of 612 mAhg-1, and paired
with a lithium metal anode at the thermodynamic potential of 2.44 V, has a full
cell theoretical specific energy of 1289 Whkg-1. This is an encouraging value when
looking at Table 1.1, especially when considering the electrolyte serves as the active
material. If only a fraction of this theoretical specific energy were available, it would
still be competitive with state of the art battery chemistries.
Previous work on this chemistry as a primary battery used a high surface area car-
bon current collector, resulting in a large overpotential on discharge[67]. When
attempting to reverse the chemistry after discharge as in Figure 3.1, there is sig-
nificant overpotential accompanied by gas evolution, suggesting the irreversibility
of the reaction. However, by using a cathodic current collector which catalyzes
Equation 3.1, in particular the reverse reaction of nitrite oxidation, this chemistry
could be implemented as a secondary battery. Such a catalyst for nitrite oxidation is
important because Li2Owill directly oxidize to oxygen above 2.8 V in a similar way
to Li2O2 in a lithium-oxygen battery, and this reaction contributes to the pressure
rise of Figure 3.1.
If such a catalyst were found, a secondary nitrate reduction battery could be operated
as schematically described in Figure 3.2. Just as in the lithium-oxygen system, a
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Figure 3.1: Nitrate reduction first cycle on a Super P carbon cathode, with pressure
monitoring of the cell. LiNO3–KNO3 electrolyte at 150 °C with carbon loading of
~4 mg/cm2.
lithium-rich phase would grow on the surface of the catalytic porous cathode support
on discharge, and it would be removed on charge. In addition, note the presence of
Li2O on the surface of the lithium anode. Interestingly, this natural SEI, which was
previously reported for lithium in molten nitrate salts[67, 68], is the same reaction
as the one occurring at the cathode, Equation 3.1, except that it occurs chemically.
While a lithium anode directly exposed to the electrolyte is not practical for extended
cycling, it is stable enough here to enable the study of this cathode chemistry.
Figure 3.2: Nitrate reduction schematic, with depictions of the beginning of the
discharge and charge processes. Molten nitrate electrolyte in blue and Li2O in
yellow on both the lithium metal anode and conductive catalyst cathode support.
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3.2 Catalysis of Nitrite Oxidation
A combination of galvanostatic cycling and galvanostatic intermittent titration tech-
nique (GITT) are used to compare the electrochemical behavior of various catalyst
candidates and electrochemically confirm the reversibility of any promising mate-
rial. These experiments were performed in the same Swagelok cells used in Chapter
Two. Cathodes consisted of about 10-20 mg/cm2 of metal nanoparticles (or mi-
croparticles) pressed onto a stainless steel or aluminum mesh without the use of
binder. A glass microfiber separator was impregnated with about 200 mg of molten
salt electrolyte, LiNO3–KNO3 unless otherwise noted, and vacuum dried overnight
at 200 °C. Anodes were a simple lithium foil. All assembly took place in a glovebox,
then the cells were filled with argon after a leak test, and finally placed in an oven
to be held at the 150 °C. A detailed description of the cell design and assembly is
given in the appendix.
Searching for a Catalyst
A single galvanostatic cycle for various metal nanoparticles (all around 30-50 nm),
including many typically used as catalysts for OER and ORR in other systems, is
shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Catalysis comparison for nitrate reduction reversibility. First cycle of
nitrate reduction using various nanoparticle (except where indicated) cathodes, at
0.1 mA cm-2.
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A comparison of discharge and charge overpotentials between the different metals
serves as a good metric for catalytic activity toward either nitrate reduction or
nitrite oxidation. The overpotential for nickel is clearly the smallest (~100 mV),
demonstrating that nickel nanoparticles can effectively catalyze both the reduction
of nitrate and the oxidation of nitrite. In addition, micron-sized nickel particles
exhibit a large overpotential and low capacity, demonstrating the importance of
using a high surface area catalyst. While these nickel nanoparticles do have a large
surface area (~10 m2/g), Super P carbon has a surface area an order of magnitude
larger, suggesting that the nickel surface does in fact serve a catalytic role.
To confirm electrochemical reversibility and determine the OCV when using nickel
nanoparticles as a cathode catalyst, we employ GITT in Figure 3.4with two different
electrolyte compositions: one all nitrate, the other a nitrate/nitrite mixture. In the
case of a LiNO3–KNO2 electrolyte, the measured OCV is ~2.47 V, in agreement
with the calculated potential of 2.44 V in Equation 3.1. In addition, the OCV is
the same on discharge and charge which suggests that the forward and backward
reactions have the same standard potential, a good indication that the chemistry of
Equation 3.1 is happening reversibly.
Figure 3.4: Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique of nitrate reduction, with
a nickel nanoparticle cathode in both an all nitrate and nitrate/nitrite electrolyte.
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In the case of a LiNO3–KNO3 electrolyte, the measured OCV is ~2.55 V initially,
while gradually decreasing on discharge and then increasing on charge. This process
agrees with what we would expect from the Nernst equation[69], reproduced in
Equation 3.2.








The concentration of nitrite, the reduced species, is initially negligible, while that
of nitrate, the oxidized species, is well above standard conditions. Then the reaction
quotient is less than one and the Nernstian contribution is positive, causing the
observed OCV to be above the standard potential. As the concentration of nitrite
increases throughout discharge, its activity approaches that of nitrate and thus the
OCV approaches the calculated standard potential.
Catalytic Properties of Nickel
With a good understanding of the role that nickel nanoparticles can play in the
catalysis of nitrate reduction and nitrite oxidation, a combination of X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are used
to identify the surface state of the nickel and a potential explanation for its catalytic
activity, and samples were cleaned as described previously. XPS was performed
with a Surface Science Instruments M-Probe XPS system under monochromatic Al
Kα X-ray (1486.6 eV) illumination[70], and samples were briefly exposed to air as
they were put into the transfer chamber.
Figure 3.5: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of nickel nanoparticles, with depth
profiling and performed after exposure to molten nitrate. (A) Ni 2p and (B) O 1s
binding energies.
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Figure 3.5 contains an XPS depth profile of nickel nanoparticles after exposure to
molten nitrate. The surface state of the nickel is a nickel oxide with both Ni2+ and
Ni3+ states. As the depth profile proceeds, the spectrum progresses from a nickel
oxide state to a metallic nickel one. This suggests that there is a nickel oxide surface
layer, but that the metallic nickel is retained in the center of the nanoparticles. In
addition, the existence of a mixed nickel oxidation state indicates that the surface
nickel oxide is nickel deficient. While a native oxide layer with a small nickel
vacancy concentration does form on nickel surfaces exposed to air[71], we believe
that the exposure to a molten nitrate salt enhances the nickel deficiency by an in situ
introduction of lithium substitutions at nickel sites.
TEM is used to observe and better understand these nickel nanoparticles and their
nickel oxide surface. To prepare samples, cathode material was scraped from the
mesh current collector, ground between glass slides, and put onto a copper TEM
grid with holey carbon film. TEM was performed using a FEI Tecnai F30ST (300
kV), and the TEM grid was briefly exposed to air upon inserting the TEM holder.
Figure 3.6: Transmission electron microscopy of nickel nanoparticles, performed
after exposure to molten nitrate. (A) High resolution of two nickel particles (scale
bar: 10 nm). (B) Bright field and (C) dark field of a collection of particles (scale
bar: 100 nm). (D) Diffraction pattern of area in panels B,C. Dark field taken at
location of red arrow on faint diffraction ring.
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TEM analysis of nickel nanoparticles is shown in Figure 3.6. The high resolution
micrograph of Figure 3.6a demonstrates the surface layer present on these nickel
nanoparticles. In order to understand what this surface layer is, diffraction is
performed on the collection of particles in Figure 3.6b. The resulting pattern of
Figure 3.6d has all the expected rings of nickel, in addition to two faint extra ones.
The most clear of these is pointed at by a red arrow, and a bright field image at this
spot is shown in Figure 3.6c. Interestingly, these extra rings correspond to those
of nickel oxide with a rock salt structure. Note that the bright field consists of a
diffuse contrast across all the particles, consistent with the fact that the surface layer
is nickel oxide.
We propose that it is this cation deficient nickel oxide surface, and notmetallic nickel,
which serves as the catalyst for reversible nitrate reduction. In particular, these point
defect sites, whether in the form of a nickel vacancy or lithium substitution, serve
as an oxide ion transfer catalyst enabled by the neighboring nickel atom’s ability to
cycle between 2+ and 3+ oxidation states.
In order to confirm this, we synthesize lithium-doped nickel oxide (L-NiO) particles
for use as a cathode catalyst. 2.0 mL of water:iso-propanol (2:1) was added to
a mixture of Ni(OH)2 (1.0 g, 10.79 mmol) and LiOH (12.93 mg, 0.54 mmol) in
a vial. The suspension was sonicated at room temperature for 2 hours to make
it a homogeneous mixture. Water and iso-propanol were then removed using a
rotary evaporator under vacuum. The resulting wet slurry was dried in an oven at
50 °C overnight. The Ni(OH)2–LiOH solid mix was then heated to 300 °C in a
furnace for 3 hours to give nanoparticles of L-NiO. BET surface area measurements
were performed using a Micromeritics TriStar II Plus surface area analyzer. A
BET surface area of 120 m2/g was measured, following a 17 hour degassing at
120 °C under nitrogen flow. Note that such a doped nickel oxide displays p-type
conductivity, allowing its use without a conductive additive[72–74].
Figure 3.7 compares the first cycle of nitrate reduction and nitrite oxidation on this
L-NiO to the nickel nanoparticles used previously. The performance on both charge
and discharge is nearly identical to that of the nickel nanoparticles, confirming that
it is in fact this doped nickel oxide which serves as the catalyst for this reaction.
3.3 Lithium Oxide as a Discharge Product
With a catalyst allowing the reversible reduction of nitrate based on the electrochem-
ical data, a combination of XRD, SEM, EDS, and TEM are used to characterize
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Figure 3.7: Lithium-doped nickel oxide as a catalyst.
the discharge product grown on the cathode. As before, the cathode was extracted
from heated batteries inside an argon-filled glovebox and rinsed with NMA solvent
to remove residual nitrate and nitrite salts.
X-ray and Electron Diffraction
After extraction from the battery following the procedure used previously, nickel
electrodes were then sealed in Kapton tape for protection against air contamina-
tion. Diffraction was again performed on a PANalytical X’Pert Pro X-ray powder
diffractometer with Cu Kα1 radiation.
XRD patterns of the nickel electrode before discharge, following a discharge to 2.3
V cathodic cutoff, and after a completed cycle (electrode fully recharged to 2.75
V) are depicted in Figure 3.8. The XRD results clearly demonstrate that crystalline
Li2O forms on the nickel surface during discharge and can subsequently be oxidized
upon battery charge. Unlike the case with the lithium-oxygen battery from before,
there is no carbon present in this system (lithium metal anode, ceramic separator,
molten salt electrolyte, nickel cathode, no binder). As a result, there is no means
of forming carbonaceous side products, and the only crystalline discharge product
observed is the desired Li2O.
Because structural confirmation of electrochemically grown Li2O is not (to our
knowledge) reported in literature, TEM was used to further confirm its existence.
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Figure 3.8: X-ray diffraction of nitrate reduction cathode across one cycle. Scans
taken following an OCV period (before discharge), a single discharge to 2.3 V,
and a discharge/charge cycle between 2.3 and 2.75 V, in LiNO3–KNO3 molten salt
electrolyte at 150 °C with nickel nanoparticle cathode. Peaks not attributed to Li2O
are from the nickel nanoparticles and aluminum grid they are pressed onto.
As before, cathode material was cleaned as described above, scraped from the mesh
current collector, ground between glass slides, and put onto a copper TEM grid with
holey carbon film. TEM was performed using a FEI Tecnai F30ST (300 kV), and
the TEM grid was briefly exposed to air upon inserting the TEM holder.
Figure 3.9: Transmission electron microscopy of nitrate reduction cathode. (A)
Standard and (B) bright field images of discharge product (scale bar: 200 nm), with
selected area indicated for (C) diffraction pattern, indexed to [011] orientation of
Antifluorite structure Li2O. Sample taken from cathode discharged to 2.3 V at 150
°C in LiNO3–KNO3 electrolyte.
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While Li2O2 is extremely beam sensitive, requiring the use of cryo-TEM to effec-
tively image it[75], Li2O appears to be only relatively beam sensitive, allowing one
to obtain a single diffraction pattern at ambient temperature by working quickly.
Interestingly, Li2O2 first decomposes to Li2O under the electron beam, painstak-
ingly shown with detailed cryo-TEM experiments[21]. Figure 3.9 shows both the
micrograph and diffraction pattern of discharge product from a cathode discharged
to 2.3 V. Indexing the diffraction confirms that this is the Antifluorite crystal struc-
ture of Li2O. While a full analysis would involve tilting of the sample and obtaining
diffraction patterns along different zone axes, the instability of Li2O under the beam
allowed only the single pattern (without tilting, purely luck) at ambient temperature
before the crystal decomposed under the electron beam.
Microscopy and Elemental Analysis
As done previously, after extraction from the battery following the procedure de-
scribed above, nickel electrodes were briefly exposed to air (~30 seconds) as they
were loaded into an SEM vacuum chamber. SEM analysis was performed in a Versa
3DDualBeam focused ion beam (FIB) microscope (FEI), and the elemental analysis
with a ZEISS 1550VP FESEM microscope equipped with an Oxford X-Max SDD
X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer.
Figure 3.10: Morphology of nitrate reduction cathode discharge product. (A)
Nickel nanoparticles before discharge (scale bar: 500 nm). (B,C) Cathode following
discharge to 2.3 V cutoff (scale bar: 20 µm and 5 µm, respectively.)
Figure 3.10 shows SEM images of the nickel cathode surface before and after dis-
charge to 2.3 V in a LiNO3–KNO3 molten salt. Typically, large particles several
microns in size and a thin film are observed growing over the bed of nickel nanopar-
ticles, and the cyrstallinity of this discharge product is evident. In particular, note
the octahedral morphology of large crystals. In a similar vein to the Li2O2 of the
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previous chapter, this morphology agrees with theoretical predictions of the Wulff
construction of Li2O being an octahedron[76].
While there is no formal proposal of growthmechanisms of electrochemically grown
Li2O as there is for Li2O2, the growth of these large particles which should be
insulating suggests that a similar thing is happening here as the case of the solution-
mediated Li2O2 growth mechanisms described previously. There is evidence of
oxide solubility in molten nitrates[52, 77], and based on the size of these crystals,
such a solution growth mechanism makes sense. As before with Li2O2, the high
solubility of discharge products, in addition to the elevated temperature of the battery,
would reduce the kinetic restrictions on crystal growth and encourage the growth of
the equilibrium Wulff shape.
Figure 3.11: Elemental map of nitrate reduction cathode discharge product, taken
with EDS. (grayscale) Electron micrograph (scale bar: 40 µm) with (purple) nickel,
(green) oxygen, and (pink, bottom right) potassium elemental maps of a nickel
nanoparticle cathode following discharge to 2.3 V cutoff.
Figure 3.11 displays the elemental analysis performed on a discharged nickel cath-
ode, performed with a wide field of view capturing many Li2O crystals. While EDS
is typically unable to observe lithium directly, we do observe only the presence of
oxygen, and notably the absence of nickel or potassium. As discussed previously,
there is no carbon in this system. The observed particles are clearly crystalline, so
the diffraction of Figure 3.8 corroborates that this is in fact Li2O.
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3.4 Nitrate to Nitrite and Back Again
By contrast to the lithium-oxygen system, this nitrate reduction chemistry has two
reaction products which must be verified. Having confirmed the growth and dis-
solution of Li2O on discharge and charge, it is time to address the other reaction
product, nitrite. A combination of Raman spectroscopy, clever electrochemistry,
and ion exchange chromatography are used to characterize the electrolyte con-
stituents. Electrolytes were extracted from batteries inside an argon-filled glovebox
by disassembling the entire Swagelok fixture without remelting the frozen salt.
Raman Spectroscopy
After extraction from the battery, frozen electrolytes were taken for Raman spec-
troscopy in air as the species of interest are not air sensitive. Raman spectroscopy
was performed on a Renishaw M1000 Mirco Raman Spectrometer System with an
argon ion laser at 514.5 nm.
Figure 3.12: Raman spectroscopy of nitrate reduction electrolyte across one cycle.
Spectra taken following an OCV period (before discharge), a single discharge to 2.3
V, and a discharge/charge cycle between 2.3 and 2.75 V, in LiNO3–KNO3 molten
salt electrolyte at 150 °C with nickel nanoparticle cathode.
Raman spectra of the initially LiNO3–KNO3 frozen electrolyte before discharge,
following a discharge to 2.3 V cathodic cutoff, and after a completed cycle (elec-
trode fully recharged to 2.75 V) are depicted in Figure 3.12. The spectra clearly
demonstrate the presence of a nitrite peak upon discharge andmost of the peak going
away upon charge. The peak does not fully go away for two reasons. The coulombic
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efficiency of the first cycle is not 100%, and the lithium anode SEI growth forms
nitrite as described previously.
Ion Exchange Chromatography
Batteries of varying electrolyte compositions were assembled as described previ-
ously and discharged to a 2.3 V cutoff. The cells were taken to the glovebox and
disassembled, separating the electrolyte and cathode. For some cells, the cathode
was cleaned using the procedure above and then put into another cell with new
lithium anode and electrolyte. Several electrolyte compositions were tested, and
these cells with discharged cathodes (preloaded with Li2O) were then charged a
fixed amount, 2 mAh.
Figure 3.13: Charging profile of newly constructed cells preloaded with Li2O,
with various electrolyte compositions. Clean cathode contains no pre-grown Li2O,
and the other three cells contain a nickel nanoparticle cathode harvested from a
discharged cell and put into a new cell containing the labeled electrolyte composition.
Figure 3.13 demonstrates the effect of attempting this charging process in newly
constructed cells. When using an all nitrite electrolyte and clean cathode, the cell
polarizes as expected due to the absence of Li2O. Now consider the other three cells
which contain a cathode harvested from another cell that was discharged to 2.3 V,
preloading the cells with Li2O. Note that the cell with a purely nitrate electrolyte
also polarizes, because the absence of nitrite disallows the charging reaction. By
contrast, the cells with partial or entire nitrite electrolyte and a discharged cathode
are able to charge, showing that both Li2O and nitrite must be present to allow the
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charging reaction. In addition, note that the charging potential of the all nitrite
electrolyte is lower than that of the part nitrate, part nitrite one, in agreement with
the discussion of the Nernst potential in this system.
While we have used several techniques to qualitatively confirm the formation of
both nitrite and Li2O on discharge, a quantitative technique that can be corroborated
with electrochemical data would make an even stronger argument that the chemistry
described herein is in fact happening. In a similar vein, differential electrochemical
mass spectrometry (DEMS) found use in the lithium-oxygen battery field to directly
quantify the amount of oxygen consumed and produced, whereas before a simple
qualitative confirmation of Li2O2 was seen as sufficient[39, 43]. To this end, we use
ion exchange chromatography to measure the ratio of nitrate to nitrite anions in the
electrolyte. This allows a direct comparison between the electrochemical data and
the amount of nitrate and nitrite present in the electrolyte.
Once the process of Figure 3.13 was complete, the battery was again disassembled
using the same procedure. All electrolytes of interest were collected and dissolved
in mQ water (very pure water) of known volume. Following a dilution procedure,
the ion concentration was in the 10–500 µM range which is appropriate for ion
exchange chromatography. A Dionex ICS-2000 Ion Chromatography System was
used for all experiments, and a calibration procedure for both nitrite and nitrate was
performed before each set of samples. See the appendix for a detailed calibration
procedure.
Some typical ion exchange chromatography data is shown in Figure 3.14, demon-
strating the peak separation for nitrate and nitrite, in addition to the inevitable
carbonate impurity due to carbon dioxide in the air. This peak separation is impor-
tant as the concentration of species in solution is proportional to the area under the
curve.
All three of the electrolyte compositions in Figure 3.13 were put through ion ex-
change chromatography, but the purely nitrite electrolyte is the most revealing. A
detailed reasoning for focusing on the all nitrite system is given in the appendix. A
ratio of nitrate to nitrite anions was calculated from the measurements, and using
the initial mass of electrolyte in the cell, the number of moles of each could be
calculated. After accounting for the small impurity amounts found in nitrite, all
of the nitrate can be attributed to the charging reaction. Considering this reaction
transfers 2e-/mol nitrite, we can convert the number of moles of produced nitrate
to the equivalent amount of charge passed due to this reaction. From the electro-
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Figure 3.14: Ion exchange chromatography of nitrate/nitrite solution, prepared as a
standard for calibration procedures.
chemical data in Figure 3.13, we expect 2 mAh of charge to have been passed, and
the ion exchange chromatography data suggest that 2.09 mAh equivalent of nitrate
is present in the electrolyte. This suggests that the charge process is in fact the
electrochemical reaction described in Equation 3.1.
3.5 Battery Cycling Performance
With a good understanding the the chemistry of Equation 3.1 can serve as a secondary
battery chemistry, both in the reversibility of nitrite and Li2O formation and the role
of catalysis afforded by the surface L-NiO, we can now probe the cycling behavior
of the system. In order to study the reversibility of the chemistry and not the ability
of the cathode structure to accommodate Li2O growth (a subject for Chapter Four),
we cycle with a capacity limitation of 1.27 mAh cm-2 on discharge, and to avoid
oxygen evolution at higher potentials, we cycle with a potential limitation of 2.75 V
on charge.
Note that the pressure in the head-space of the cell in Figure 3.15 remains constant
over the course of 1000 hours of cycling, suggesting that we are not engaging any side
reactions with gaseous evolution. In addition, the cycling profile remains unchanged
over 100 cycles except for the gradual drop in potential due to accumulating nitrite
and the increase in coulombic efficiency as the electrolyte and cathode saturate
with nitrite and Li2O. This is again in agreement with what we would expect
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Figure 3.15: Cycling behavior of nitrate reduction battery. Pressure of cell head-
spacewith evolution of cycling profile and discharge/charge capacitywith coulombic
efficiency for a cell using a nickel nanoparticle cathode (0.26 mA cm-2, 1.27 mAh
cm-2 capacity limitation). Nickel loading of 15 mg cm-2 and nitrate loading of 200
mg cm-2.
from the Nernstian contribution to the potential. The initially poor coulombic
efficiency can be attributed to the diffusion of nitrite away from the cathode and
the sparing solubility of Li2O in molten nitrate, allowing the discharge product
to become electrically disconnected[68]. Although the current design allows only
~10% nitrate utilization (over 6mAh cm-2), this is a cell engineering problem related
to the cathode structure which is addressed in Chapter Four, and not any limitation
of the chemistry. While prolonged cycling of this chemistry is hindered by the long
term stability of a lithium anode (an issue inmost “beyond lithium-ion” chemistries),
the cycling stability of the cathodic reaction stands in contrast to similar systems
such as the lithium-oxygen battery which is plagued by degrading side reactions[42].
3.6 Summary
Through careful characterization of the nitrate reduction reaction described in Equa-
tion 3.1, we have demonstrated the ability of a nickel nanoparticle catalyst to enable
the reversibility of a previously irreversible system. In doing so, we have created a
new, high capacity secondary battery chemistry in which the electrolyte also serves
as the active material. In addition, we have shown that it is the surface oxide layer,
L-NiO, which is responsible for the catalytic activity. Having described the catalytic
behavior of nickel nanoparticles, we explicitly confirmed the reversible growth and
dissolution of crystalline Li2O, and we observed that this Li2O grows according to
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its equilibrium Wulff construction. We also quantitatively confirmed the reversible
formation of nitrite in the electrolyte. Finally, we validated this reversibility by
cycling the battery over the course of 1000 hours, achieving a steady coulombic
efficiency fluctuating around 100%. The lack of an obvious degradation mechanism
on the cathode side suggests that this chemistry should be able to cycle for far
longer, but the limitation of uncontrolled SEI growth on the lithium anode makes
such an experiment untenable. The development of a protected lithium anode is key
to enabling this and many other "beyond lithium-ion" systems. While the utilization
of active material was quite low, Chapter Four will address the capacity limitations
of this system and possible means of alleviating them.
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C h a p t e r 4
ROLE OF CATHODE ARCHITECTURE IN CONVERSION
REACTION CHEMISTRIES
Adapted from
1. Tozier, D., Giordani, V., Chase, G. V., Addison, D. & Greer, J. R. The Role of
Battery Cathode Architecture in Conversion Reaction Chemistries. (In Prepa-
ration).
Chapter Abstract
The previous two chapters have investigated the use of cathodes which employ the
growth of lithium-rich phases. Using the growth of Li2O through nitrate reduction
as a model system, we address the effect of cathode geometry on the electrochemical
performance of such a battery chemistry. In particular, we note that the growth of
such large, solid phase species on the surface of the catalyst support imposes new
design restrictions when optimizing a cathode for energy density. For instance, it is
not just the surface area of the catalyst support that determines the discharge capacity,
but also the amount of usable pore volume which can accommodate this solid phase
discharge product. As a proof of concept, we design and implement an architected
electrode with large pore volume and relatively small surface area, comparing it
with the more typical electrode geometries of thin films and nanoparticles. Finally,
we directly vary the pore volume of an electrode, noting the implications these
structural changes will have on a battery’s energy density.
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4.1 Capacity Limitations
Chapters Two and Three discussed the reversibility of battery chemistries which
employ growth and dissolution of a new phase that serves as the lithium host in
a battery’s cathode. In addition, the growth mechanism of these phases, Li2O2
and Li2O, were explored, and both of these molten salt systems saw the growth of
large, several micron crystals which must be formed each battery cycle. These types
of chemistries attracted the attention of researchers due to their potentially large
discharge capacities.
Defining Capacity in Phase Forming Chemistries
In the case of an intercalation cathode such as the ones described in the Introduction
Chapter, it is easy to define the capacity of the cathode in terms of the mass of active
material. For example, the stoichiometric ratio of lithium in LiCO2 along with the
fraction of lithium which can be reversibly removed from the crystal structure gives
a well defined theoretical capacity of 164 mAh g-1 as shown in Table 1.1. Then for
a given mass loading of active material, a well controlled value when assembling
a battery, the expected capacity is easily calculated, and the actual capacity can
be normalized to this known weight of active material, giving a clear comparison
between ideal and real capacity.
This procedure is far less straightforward in a system which does not use an inter-
calation mechanism for lithium storage. For instance, consider the lithium-oxygen
system. As is often imagined for such a battery (quite impractically, but it makes
for a good thought experiment), the active material, oxygen, is taken from the at-
mosphere. This means that a lithium-oxygen battery has an infinite reservoir of
active material as its cathode. Clearly one cannot normalize the capacity of such a
battery by an infinite amount of oxygen. This raises the question of what value is a
reasonable one to normalize by so that battery capacities can be readily compared
and still have meaning.
As a result of this issue, the typical approach for normalizing battery capacity in
lithium-oxygen cells is to use the mass of the cathode catalyst support material. In
the case of the molten salt lithium-oxygen battery of Chapter Two, this corresponded
to the mass of Super P carbon that was then pressed onto the mesh current collector.
However, such an approach can lead to confusion andmisleading reported capacities.
For instance, if a very small amount of cathode catalyst material, say on the order of
µg, is used in conjunction with a relatively large surface area current collector, one
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can achieve outrageous normalized capacity valueswhich begin to losemeaning[78].
When replacing this mass normalization with a geometric footprint normalization,
the true cell level capacity is revealed and often insignificant compared to realistic
values found in traditional lithium-ion cells. But normalizing by the footprint area
gives little information about the material performance of the system, a metric which
we are after.
The real question then iswhat is it that determines the capacity of such a battery. Why
were the lithium-oxygen batteries of Chapter Two generally limited to ~1400 mAh
gcarbon-1 for ~4 mg cm-2 carbon loading? In addition, why were the nitrate reduction
batteries of Chapter Three limited to 5–10% utilization of active material (nitrate
in the electrolyte)? When normalizing similarly to the lithium-oxygen system, this
utilization corresponded to ~800 mAh gnickel-1 for ~5 mg cm-2 nickel loading. To
further complicate things, these normalized capacities are not constant for varying
mass loadings of the cathode catalyst material, suggesting some property other than
mass is responsible for determining the observed capacity.
Consider the mechanism of charge storage in these types of batteries. A solid phase
which is electronically insulating is growing on the surface of this cathode catalyst
support material. Then having more surface to accommodate this growth should
result in a larger capacity, and one would expect the capacity to scale with the "true"
or electrochemical surface area of the electrode. The electrochemical surface area
corresponds to the total surface area of the electrode able to make contact with the
electrolyte and participate electrochemically. This surface area has been used as a
normalization scheme in some reports in literature[26], and it seems to get at the
material performance of the cathode despite being a difficult value to compare with
other types of battery chemistries.
Cathode Structure and Capacity
While the electrochemical surface area appears to be a clean way to anticipate
the capacity for such a battery chemistry, the system is not quite that simple. To
demonstrate this, consider the case of nitrate reduction where the cathode catalyst
is a bed of pressed nickel nanoparticles, just as in Chapter Three. By assuming a
packing density of nickel nanoparticles (here taken to be 60%, the packing factor
for randomly dispersed, pressed spheres[79]), we can calculate an upper bound on
the expected capacity for nitrate reduction by taking all of the pore space between
the nickel nanoparticles were filled with Li2O. Equation 4.1 gives the simple series
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This simple calculation gives an upper bound on capacity significantly lower than
what is measured experimentally, even when accounting for the sparing solubility of
Li2O in solution. A similar analysis can be performed for the lithium-oxygen system
with similar results. In order to address this apparent paradox, it is worthwhile to
consider the state of a fully discharged cathode. Figure 4.1 contains SEM images
of fully discharged cathodes from both the lithium-oxygen and nitrate reduction
systems of Chapters Two and Three.
Figure 4.1: Surface of fully discharge cathodes. (A) Li2O2 and (B) Li2O fully
covering the surface of the cathode after a full discharge (scale bar: 2 and 10 µm,
respectively).
Note that the surfaces of these cathodes are fully covered with the discharge product
of their respective systems. In particular, these particles which are several microns
in size are growing on top of the bed of pressed nanoparticles, not within it. Based
on a similar calculation as the one in Equation 4.1, the majority of the capacity
of these cathodes is a result of this discharge product growing out of the bed of
nanoparticles, and not the product growing within the pore space. As a result,
all the surface area of the cathode catalyst nanoparticles within the pressed bed is
essentially wasted, and the capacity of the battery cathode will not scale with its
electrochemical surface area.
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Thismakes for a systemvastly different than a traditional battery chemistry. Whereas
in the typical intercalation system the capacity is directly proportional to the mass
of active material, in these phase forming chemistries the capacity is determined by
the ability of the "useful" electrochemical surface area to accommodate the growth
of the discharge product. This means that not only will the cathode’s surface area
play a role in determining capacity, but its structure will too, and this is a much
harder thing to quantify.
While there is no cleanly defined material property which can be used to predict
the capacity of such a battery, the previous discussion is useful in elucidating which
attributes a cathode should have to enable a large capacity. The cathode should
have a large amount of surface that is exposed to open pore volume which can
accommodate the growth of discharge product. Figure 4.2 gives two examples of
structured electrodes with relatively large pore structures, and inverse opals have
been used in the past to study battery electrode properties[80].
Figure 4.2: Example structured nickel electrodes. (A,B) Nickel inverse opal, fab-
ricated by electroplating nickel into the pores of settled 500 nm polymer particles,
which were then etched away (scale bar: 5 and 1 µm, respectively). (C) Nickel
nanoparticles sintered in a hydrogen environment at 500 °C (scale bar: 1 µm).
However, for the case of nitrate reduction, which we will use as a model system
in this chapter, the discharge product morphology of Li2O is often on the order of
10 µm in size, far too large for these two structures to accommodate. The pore
size of these structures are limited by their fabrication methodology, making them
inappropriate to study this system. The following section will discuss the fabrication
of an electrode with explicit control over pore structure in the size regime we care
about.
This chapter will study the interplay between electrochemical surface area and pore
structure, and their effect on the discharge capacity of a nitrate reduction cathode.
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In particular, we will approach this problem from two directions: first we will
design and fabricate an architected electrode with large pore volume and small
electrochemical surface area and see the effect on capacity, comparing against thin
film and nanoparticle morphologies; second we will compare two electrodes with
identical surface area but different pore volume, noting the effects on capacity and the
implications for battery energy density. Many of the conclusions drawn throughout
this chapter can be applied to other similar chemistries such as lithium-oxygen or
lithium-sulfur batteries.
4.2 Fabrication of Architected Electrodes
The previous section discussed the possible interplay of electrochemical surface area
and pore structure on the capacity of a nitrate reduction cathode (and by extension
other phase forming conversion chemistries such as lithium-oxygen and lithium-
sulfur). In order to study this relation, it would be instructive to design an electrode
where all of the electrochemical surface area is "useful," in that the pore structure
cannot become clogged and render parts of the electrode inactive. The electrode
designs of Figure 4.2 point in the right direction, but better control and larger pore
sizes are desired. In particular, being able to accommodate the growth of crystals
10 µm in size would be required.
Lattice trusses are a class of structures which have been in use for centuries due
to their superior mechanical properties. Recent work in small scale fabrication has
allowed the miniaturization of these structures and led to remarkable mechanical
phenomena at the micro- and nano-scale[81–83]. This class of structures, if made
on the appropriate length scale, fulfill the requirements of an open pore cathode
described above, namely explicit control over structure and pore geometry. In
addition, lattice trusses display impressive mechanical properties which should lead
to a more mechanically resilient electrode. Due to the complexities of assembly
described later, this is beneficial for this molten salt system compared to other
potential structured electrodes.
Based on the criteria described above, a lattice with openings larger than 20 µm is
desired so that a film thickness of 10 µmwould not close off the pore network. When
taking into account the beam thickness such a structure would have, but still wanting
to keep the structure as small as possible to allow a reasonable electrode thickness,
a unit cell of 30 µm is used. Figure 4.3 shows a computer rendered model of such
a lattice, with beam dimensions shown that are a result of the fabrication process
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Figure 4.3: Model of lattice electrode unit, made using SOLIDWORKS. Unit cell:
30 µm; vertical beams: 4 µm diameter; horizontal beams: 4x10 µm ellipse.
described shortly. A simple cubic lattice is chosen for its open pore structure and
ease of fabrication. The result is a 120 µm thick electrode made of 4x4x4 unit cell
components which can be tiled in a plane to make a macroscopic electrode.
Nanoscribe Fabrication of Polymer Scaffold
In order to create such a lattice truss structure, we employ an instrument called
Nanoscribe which allows the fabrication of a polymer scaffold. This instrument has
been used to make many small scale structures for a variety of uses[83–86], and a
brief overview of its operation is provided here.
Nanoscribe employs a process called two-photon direct laser write lithography
to perform additive manufacturing of polymers on a small scale. Two-photon
lithography is a lithography process in which a photoresist is polymerized by a laser
of photons with half the energy needed for the polymerization reaction to occur (i.e.
twice the wavelength of light that would be used in a normal lithography process).
This laser is focused to a small volume, or voxel, such that the probability of two
photons interacting with the same molecule is high enough that the polymerization
process takes place. This voxel is then rastered in space, allowing the direct writing
of polymer throughout the photoresist. In the case of the Nanoscribe system, this
corresponds to a 780 nm femtosecond pulsed laser, and the resist of choice is the
proprietary IP-S due to its large interaction volume, giving a faster write time at
the sacrifice of resolution. A detailed description of the writing procedure and its
optimization for the model of Figure 4.3 is given in the appendix.
Once this structure has been written in the photoresist, it is developed in propylene
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glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) to remove the remaining photoresist, cleaned
in isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and then dried with a critical point dryer to prevent
surface tension from destroying the structure.
Figure 4.4: Fabrication of polymer lattice, as made with Nanoscribe. (A) Individual
lattice unit (scale bar: 50 µm). (B) Tiling of 880 of the lattice units from ’A’ (scale
bar: 1 mm). (C) Phone camera picture of tiled polymer lattices in ’B’ (scale: metal
disc is 1 cm in diameter).
The result of this Nanoscribe fabrication is the replication of the model of Figure
4.3 as a polymer scaffold in Figure 4.4a. This unit, a 120 µm cube, can then be tiled
across a substrate to form a macroscopic electrode 5 mm in diameter as in Figure
4.4b, a process which takes 20 hours of write time (see appendix for write time
optimization of what would have originally taken 1–2 weeks). The picture in Figure
4.4c demonstrates the macroscopic nature of the electrode, as well as showing the 1
cm polished stainless steel disc that is used as a substrate.
Sputtering a Nickel Coating
With a polymer scaffold of the desired geometry in hand, we now must coat it
with a conductive material so that it may serve as an electrode. Before coating the
electrode though, the substrate must be cleaned. Note the splotchy film surrounding
the lattice array in Figure 4.4b. This remnant photoresist will cause any deposited
film to easily peel off, as is happening to the nickel film of Figure 4.5a. This residue
seems to be a result of writing the structure on a polished metal substrate (to serve
as a current collector) as opposed to the traditional glass or silicon substrate used in
most Nanoscribe fabrications. In order to clean the stainless steel substrate, many
techniques were attempted (such as oxygen plasma cleaning among many others)
with little success. In the end, simplicity prevailed, and a sharpened wooden dowel
dipped in acetone and IPA was used to manually clean the area around the lattice
array, with the aid of an optical microscope. This method, while tedious, proved
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surprisingly effective while maintaining the integrity of the polymer scaffold.
With the polymer scaffoldmade and the substrate clean enough to have a film adhere,
a sputtered film was used to coat the lattice and substrate. Sputtering has been used
in the past to coat smaller lattices[85, 86], and as long as the structure is open enough,
the film can effectively cover the polymer and function as an electrode. In the case
of nitrate reduction, this is best served by a nickel coating as detailed in Chapter
Three. Sputtering was performed with a magnetron sputter deposition system from
ATCOrion sputtering system, AJA International, Inc. with base pressure below 10-6
Torr. First, a thin (5–10 nm) chromium layer was deposited to encourage adhesion,
using a DC power supply at 100W under 3 mTorr argon for five minutes. Following
this, a roughly 500 nm (as measured on the substrate) nickel layer was deposited,
using a DC power supply at 100 W under 5 mTorr argon for 1.5 hours.
Figure 4.5: Sputtered nickel film coating a polymer lattice. (A) Nickel film peeling
off substrate holding remains of an old lattice design iteration (scale bar: 1 mm). (B)
FIB cross-section of internal lattice beam with sputtered nickel film coating (scale
bar: 10 µm). (C) High resolution SEM micrograph showing the roughness of the
sputtered nickel surface (scale bar: 200 nm).
A FIB cross-section of an internal beam of the nickel coated lattice is shown in
Figure 4.5b. Note that while the nickel film is not as thick as it is when deposited on
the substrate, the beam is still fully covered with nickel, at an average thickness of
~250 nm. A high resolution SEM micrograph of the nickel film is shown in Figure
4.5c, demonstrating its surface roughness. This surface roughness will play a role
in determining the observed reaction kinetics, and its magnitude will be explored in
the next section.
Through this series of fabrication steps, we havemade amacroscopic nickel electrode
with explicitly controlled geometry, and the final electrode is shown in Figure 4.6.
An identical stainless steel disc without a polymer scaffold was put in the sputtering
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Figure 4.6: Nickel lattice electrode. (A,B) SEM micrographs of final iteration of
tiled nickel-coated lattices (scale bar: 200 µm and 1 mm, respectively). (C) Phone
camera picture of similar lattice electrode as those in ’A’ and ’B’ (scale: metal disc
is 1 cm in diameter).
chamber at the same time as the lattice array, providing a thin film electrode with
the same nickel surface morphology to serve as a control, such that the effect of
electrode geometry could be easily observed.
4.3 Electrochemical Surface Area of Nickel Electrodes
Before using this lattice truss array as a nitrate reduction cathode, it is important
to know its electrochemical surface area so that we can easily compare normalized
capacities across electrode geometries. There are two aspects of this cathode which
will affect the surface area: the micron-scale structural features imposed by design,
and the nano-scale features imposed by the roughness of the sputtered nickel film.
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) analysis is a common technique to measure the
surface area of nano-scale materials, but the pores in this lattice structure are too
large and the surface area too small for that method to be used here. Instead, we
turn to a recently developed electrochemical method which takes advantage of the
surface states of nickel.
Surface Chemistry of Nickel
The behavior of a polished nickel electrode in an alkaline solution over a wide
potential range is shown by CV in Figure 4.7, as performed in [87]. The electrode
was polished just before performing electrochemistry in order to remove as much
of the native oxide layer as possible. During the beginning of the scan at -1.2 V,
the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is taking place. As the potential increases,
the first oxidation peak around -0.7 V indicates the formation of nickel hydroxide
(Ni(OH)2). Moving higher in potential, a further oxidation occurs as nickel hy-
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Figure 4.7: Surface electrochemistry of nickel, in an alkaline solution. Adapted
from [87].
droxide becomes nickel oxyhydroxide (NiOOH) around 0.5 V, and finally OER.
Reversing the scan, NiOOH reduces to Ni(OH)2. Interestingly, this reversible redox
process drives the reaction at the positive electrode in both the nickel-cadmium and
nickel metal hydride batteries. Moving further down in potential gets back to HER,
notably not fully reversing the formation of Ni(OH)2.
In recent years, several groups have developed techniques to measure the surface
area of nickel using electrochemicalmethods. In particular, there are two approaches
using the redox process described above which involve integrating the peak for either
the oxidation of nickel toNi(OH)2[88, 89] or the reduction ofNiOOH toNi(OH)2[90,
91]. In this work, we will use the latter hydroxide/oxyhydroxide redox process
method, described in detail shortly. Both of these techniques require removing any
native oxide layer before doing any electrochemistry, and many different approaches
have been used. For planar electrodes, polishing is the preferred method, but
this would not work for structured electrodes for obvious reasons. For structured
electrodes, the two common approaches involve holding at the potential for HER in
hopes that the hydrogen will reduce the nickel surface or quickly etching the nickel
surface with an acid. We will use the latter method as we found that holding at the
potential for HER did not sufficiently clean the nickel surface.
In order to use the reduction of NiOOH to measure the surface area of a nickel
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electrode, we need to know a few things. First, we must know the ratio of charge
passed to electrode surface area. This has been calculated by considering the
crystal structure of the preferred orientation of Ni(OH)2, giving a value of 195 µC
cm-2[90]. Second, we must be confident that the redox processes are limited to a
single monolayer of nickel. It has been shown that using an adsorbed oxalate anion
(C2O42-) will limit the Ni(OH)2 layer to a single monolayer during the first scan
when performed at a high scan rate[90, 91]. Finally, as already discussed the initial
surface must be cleaned of a native oxide layer, which can be achieved through an
acid bath.
Surface Area of Film and Lattice Electrodes
The process described in this section was first tested on commercial nickel foams,
and the values were in agreement with what was expected from literature. In order
to clean the nickel electrode before measuring its surface area, we briefly etch it
with an acid bath. The composition of the acid bath is shown in Table 4.1, and it
was found to be the best acid solution of several tested ones based on its etching rate












Table 4.1: Acid bath for nickel surface cleaning.
It is important that the acid bath be prepared before each etching session as the bath
ages fairly quickly. The nickel electrode was held in the bath for 120 seconds before
being quickly neutralized in a large bath of deionized (DI) water and finally put into
to the electrolyte for a CV similar to Figure 4.7.
All CVs were performed in a stirred aqueous electrolyte with 0.3 M potassium
hydroxide (KOH) and 0.1 M oxalic acid (H2C2O4). Due to reaction of these species,
the resulting electrolyte was 0.1 M KOH with 0.1 M potassium oxalate (K2C2O4).
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The counter electrode was a platinum coated mesh and the reference electrode
Hg/HgO.
Figure 4.8: Electrochemical surface area of sputtered nickel, by CV in a 0.1 MKOH
and 0.1 M K2C2O4 electrolyte with a platinum counter electrode. Scan rate: 150
mV s-1.
Figure 4.8 shows CVs of a sputtered nickel thin film working electrode which was
etched with the acid bath previously discussed. First, note that the peaks for both
Ni(OH)2 oxidation and NiOOH reduction grow with each cycle, suggesting that the
cycles following the first one engage more that just a monolayer. By integrating the
first scan’s NiOOH reduction peak and then calculating the electrochemical surface
area of nickel, we find a surface area of 1.6 cm2. When integrating the peak, a CV
from a stainless steel disc was used as a background which was subtracted from the
integration, leaving just the peak area. To get a sense of the surface roughness of
the film, normalizing the electrochemical surface area value by the geometric area
of the electrode (a 1 cm disc), we find a surface area enhancement factor of 2.0.
Now that we have an understanding of the roughness of the sputtered nickel film, we
can look at the lattice electrode of Figure 4.6. In order to use this lattice electrode,
it is necessary to make sure that it can be wet. This is surprisingly non-trivial, and
a thorough discussion of lattice wetting is given in the appendix. In short, lattices
are kept in DI water overnight, and before use are checked for bubbles in an optical
microscope.
Confident that the nickel lattice can be fullywet, we put it through the same procedure
used on the nickel thin film. Unfortunately, the lattice electrodes did not survive
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the acid bath used for cleaning the nickel surface, so a slightly different approach
was used. Instead of explicitly calculating the surface area of the electrode by first
removing the surface oxide layer, the CVswere performed on the untreated sputtered
nickel. By comparing a lattice electrode and thin film electrode, the ratio of their
surface areas can be calculated since the nickel surface states are the same.
Figure 4.9: Electrochemical surface area of lattice electrode, by CV in a 0.1 MKOH
and 0.1 M K2C2O4 electrolyte with a platinum counter electrode. Scan rate: 150
mV s-1.
CVs of both the nickel thin film and lattice electrodes are shown in Figure 4.9.
Note that since the surface is untreated, the difference in peak size across each
scan is significantly smaller. While the actual value of the surface area can not be
calculated here, the ratio of NiOOH reduction peak areas gives a value of 2.1. The
calculated value from the SOLIDWORKS model of Figure 4.3 gives an expected
ratio of 2.5. When taking into account the presence of a small amount of bubbles in
the lattice electrode after performing CVs (likely due to HER and OER processes),
the discrepancy makes sense. Then we can be confident in the surface area ratio of
2.5 from the model, and using the surface area enhancement factor of the sputtered
nickel thin film, we know the electrochemical surface area of both the nickel thin film
and lattice electrodes. When attempting this process on nickel nanoparticles, the
surface area is far too large, and a meaningful value can not be calculated. Instead,
when normalizing by surface area the BET measurements mentioned in Chapter
Three are used.
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4.4 Performance of Architected Electrodes
Now that the nickel thin film and lattice electrodes are well characterized, we can use
them as cathodes for nitrate reduction, comparing them to the nickel nanoparticle
electrode. A combination of CV and galvanostatic discharge are used to this end.
As before, these experiments were performed in the same Swagelok cells used in
Chapter Two. Nanoparticle cathodes consisted of ~6mg cm-2 of nickel nanoparticles
pressed onto a stainless steel mesh without the use of binder. Lattice cathodes were
first wet with a 100 g L-1 LiNO3–KNO3 in water solution by being immersed and
then briefly put in a vacuum chamber until all bubbles left the electrode. It was
then dried on a hotplate and finally overnight in a vacuum oven, impregnating the
electrode with salt so that it more easily wets when coming in contact with the
electrolyte. A detailed description of lattice wetting is given in the appendix. A
glass microfiber separator was impregnated with about 200 mg of LiNO3–KNO3
molten salt electrolyte, and vacuum dried overnight at 200 °C. Anodes were a simple
lithium foil. All assembly took place in a glovebox, then the cells were filled with
argon after a leak test, and finally placed in an oven to be held at the 150 °C. A
detailed description of the cell design and assembly is given in the appendix
Cyclic Voltammetry
In order to compare the nickel thin film, lattice, and nanoparticle cathodes, CVs
around the nitrate reduction/nitrite oxidation redox potential are performed to un-
derstand the achievable current densities and reversibility of the redox couple.
Figure 4.10: Cyclic voltammetry of nitrate reduction on different cathodes, all of
which are 1 cm in diameter. Scan rate: 0.01 mV s-1.
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Figure 4.10 shows these CVs performed at a slow scan rate of 0.01 mV s-1. The large
peak to peak separation suggests that this redox couple is not truly reversible, but
quasi-reversible in a similar vein as the CVs of Figure 2.1. As this is a fairly complex
redox process involving the growth and dissolution of solid species, onewould expect
a quasi-reversible CV. For the case of nickel nanoparticles, the peak separation is
200 mV and centered around the potential observed in the GITT of Figure 3.4
for an all nitrate electrolyte. When considering the thorough characterization of
nitrate reduction with a nickel nanoparticle cathode in Chapter Three, we can be
confident that this quasi-reversible couple can be attributed to the reversible growth
and dissolution of Li2O through nitrate reduction.
The peak to peak separation ismuch larger in the thin film and lattice cases, consistent
with the expectation for a much smaller surface area electrode in a quasi-reversible
system (the nanoparticle electrode has a surface area 2–3 orders of magnitude larger
than the thin film and lattice ones).In particular, the cathodic scan for nitrite oxidation
has a much larger overpotential than the anodic scan for nitrate reduction, but there
is a slowly increasing current across the cathodic scan. This wide peak separation
and small peak current suggests that the thin film and lattice electrodes will not be
able to achieve a large current on discharge. In addition, if the discharge capacity in
such a system were proportional to the cathode surface area, then we would expect
a negligible absolute capacity. This all points to these low surface area electrodes
being poor candidates for a cathode in this system.
Galvanostatic Discharge
Having an understanding of the rate capability of the low surface area electrodes,
we attempt a galvanostatic discharge. The CVs of Figure 4.10 give a sense of the
achievable currents for each cathode, and after testing a range of values, a current
of 25 µA was selected for the lattice cathode. In order to fairly compare across
electrode structures, the nanoparticle cathode was discharged at the same rate of 25
µA, and the thin film cathode was discharged at 10 µA so that the current normalized
by electrochemical surface area would be the same. These discharges are shown in
Figure 4.11.
Considering the CV behavior of the lattice and thin film electrodes, one might
have expected their discharge performance to be significantly worse than expected.
However, the discharge capacity of the lattice and nickel cathodes is quite similar
at the same current, clearly pointing to the role of structure in discharge capacity
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Figure 4.11: First discharge of nitrate reduction on different cathodes, all of which
are 1 cm in diameter. Discharged at 25 µA for the lattice and nanoparticle cathodes,
and 10 µA for the thin film cathode.
for a chemistry such as nitrate reduction. Before more thoroughly discussing the
different normalization schemes available to compare these discharge capacities, we
first want to see if anyLi2O is actually growingwithin the lattice structure. As before,
the cathode was extracted from heated batteries inside an argon-filled glovebox and
rinsed with NMA. This process was extremely delicate for the lattice electrodes, and
few survived, disallowing a thorough discharge product characterization. However,
enough were salvaged to allow Figure 4.12, SEM micrographs of a discharged
lattice.
Figure 4.12: Nitrate reduction discharge product on lattice electrode, by SEM.
Discharge conditions similar to those of Figure 4.11 (scale bar: (A) 15 µm, (B) 20
µm, and (C) 10 µm).
Note two observations from the discharge product. First, it is growing within
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the lattice structure, confirming that the pre-wetting of the electrode successfully
allowed the infiltration of electrolyte. Second, the morphology of the discharge
product is octahedral, suggesting that this is in fact Li2O growing according to its
Wulff construction as observed for the nanoparticle cathodes in Figure 3.10. While
this is not an exhaustive confirmation of the nitrate reduction chemistry, it does seem
to confirm the growth of Li2O.
Having established that the lattice electrode performed as desired and accommodated
the growth of Li2O, we can turn back to the discharges of Figure 4.11. There are
several questions of interest, and the best way to address them is to normalize the
capacity in a few different ways: by projected electrode area to get a sense of cell
level capacity, by mass of nickel in a similar vein to the lithium-oxygen system, and
by the true surface area of nickel to see its interplay with electrode structure. The
projected electrode area is simply the area of the 1 cm diameter electrodes, 0.785
cm2. The mass of nickel was simply measured for the nanoparticles, and for the
thin film and lattice it was estimated from the film thickness, and in the case of
the lattice, the calculated volumes in SOLIDWORKS. These masses were too small
(on the order of 100 µg) to measure accurately on a balance, but the substrate was
too heavy to use a micro-balance. The surface areas of nickel for the thin film and
lattice were taken from the CV measurements earlier in this chapter, and for the
nanoparticles, the BET value mentioned in Chapter Three was used.
Thin film Lattice Nanoparticle
electrode electrode electrode
(10 µA) (25 µA) (25 µA)
Areal capacity 1.7 4.1 5.1
(mAh cm-2projected)
Gravimetric capacity 3400 8200 790
(mAh g-1nickel)
Surface capacity 8700 8300 79
(mAh m-2nickel)
Table 4.2: Normalized discharge capacity of nitrate reduction on different cathodes,
all of which are 1 cm in diameter.
These normalized capacities are displayed in Table 4.2, and they indicate a few
things. First, the lattice electrode has an areal capacity comparable to the nanoparti-
cle one, and both of these values are similar to those found in commercial lithium-ion
batteries. This clearly demonstrates the role that "useful" surface area plays in de-
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termining the capacity in these types of systems. Second, the thin film and lattice
electrodes have gravimetric values so large that they lose meaning. By architecting
an electrode comprised of a thin film wrapped around a polymer scaffold, one can
design an electrode with an arbitrarily small amount of nickel and achieve an inflated
capacity value, a problem in the lithium-oxygen community which has thankfully
started to be addressed in recent years. Finally, the surface capacities of the thin film
and lattice electrodes are not only much larger than that of the nickel nanoparticles
as discussed earlier, but they are also remarkably similar in value. This suggests
that if one designs a sufficiently open pore structure, the capacity will in fact scale
with surface area.
4.5 Commercial Foam Electrode Comparison
In the previous section, we addressed the role of cathode structure in a nitrate
reduction battery by designing a proof of concept electrode to demonstrate among
other things that capacity will scale with surface area given the appropriate pore
structure. Now we take the inverse approach by using two identical electrodes and
changing the pore structure of one of them, seeing the effect on performance as a
nitrate reduction cathode. To do so, we use commercially available nickel foams
(MTI Corporation), one of which is as synthesized and 1.6 mm tall, the other which
was the same but then densified by putting it through rollers to make it 80 µm tall.
These foams will be referred to as "open" and "dense" henceforth. This rolling
process allows the significant removal of pore volume while keeping the nickel mass
and surface area relatively unchanged.
The structure of these foams is shown in Figure 4.13. The open foam has pores
ranging from 200–500 µm in size, and based on the bulk foam density, a porosity
of 97.4%. Interestingly, because of the way the dense foam was densified, its pores
are no longer isotropic. The out of plane direction saw a 95% strain, and the pores
collapsed accordingly. This resulted in pores that were still a few hundred microns
for the in plane direction, but only a few microns for the out of plane direction. This
densification process resulted in a porosity of 48.2%, again as calculated from the
bulk foam density.
With a good sense of the structure of these electrodes, we can proceed with a similar
set of electrochemical measurements as the ones taken in the previous section with
thin film, lattice, and nanoparticle electrodes. Again, because the foam is not trivial
to wet (though much easier than the lattice), we pre-wet it with the same 100 g L-1
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Figure 4.13: Foam electrode morphologies. (A,C) Open and (B,D) dense nickel
foam structures (scale bar: (A,B) 2 mm and (C,D) 200 µm).
LiNO3–KNO3 aqueous solution. This time, due to the easy handling of the nickel
foam, we can simply sonicate it in solution, dry it on the hotplate, infiltrate with
more electrolyte, and finally dry overnight in the vacuum oven. Due to the thickness
of the open foam, a total of 450 mg of electrolyte was used instead of the typical
200 mg. Otherwise, the cell assembly procedure was the same as in the previous
section.
Cyclic Voltammetry
As in the previous section, CVs around the nitrate reduction/nitrite oxidation redox
potential are performed to understand the achievable current densities and reversibil-
ity of the redox couple. Because the surface area of a nickel foam is ~500 cm2 g-1,
this gives an electrode surface area about a factor of four larger than the lattice
electrode of the previous section and an order of magnitude larger than the thin film
case. As a result, we perform these CVs at a faster scan rate of 0.02 mV s-1, twice
that of the previous section.
These Cvs are shown in Figure 4.14. Interestingly, the nitrate reduction peak current
of the open foam is more than twice that of the nanoparticle one in Figure 4.10,
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Figure 4.14: Cyclic voltammetry of nitrate reduction on foam cathodes, both of
which are 1 cm in diameter. Scan rate: 0.02 mV s-1
but it is also shifted 200 mV lower in potential than the nanoparticle case. This
is interesting, as one would expect the lower surface area electrode to have both a
lower peak current and an increased overpotential. However, this could make sense
when considering the quasi-reversible nature of this redox couple. Due to the large
porosity of the open foam, it would not be subject to pore blocking, potentially
allowing the the electrode to reach lower potentials before it becomes passivated. In
addition, note that the peak currents of the dense foam are significantly lower than
those of the open one, further supporting the argument of pore blocking playing a
role here.
Galvanostatic Discharge
Comparing the electrochemical surface areas of the foam and lattice electrodes, in
addition to considering the CVs of Figure 4.14, gives a sense of the achievable
current for the open and dense foam electrodes. After testing a range of discharge
currents, we then attempt a deep galvanostatic discharge with a current of 50 µA,
twice that of the lattice electrode. Figure 4.15 shows this discharge profile for both
the open and dense foams.
Unlike when comparing the CV and discharge capacity for the lattice and nanoparti-
cle cathodes, there is no apparent discrepancy in the case of the foam cathodes. The
open foam displayed larger peak currents in its CV and a larger discharge capacity
on its galvanostatic half-cycle. Interestingly, both the open and dense foams display
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Figure 4.15: Galvanostatic discharge of nitrate reduction on foam cathodes, both of
which are 1 cm in diameter. Discharged at 50 µA
a larger discharge capacity than the nanoparticle electrode (at twice the discharge
rate too) despite having a significantly smaller electrochemical surface area.





Discharge capacity 21.0 8.5
(mAh cm-2projected)
Li2O fraction 3.6 29.4
(%)
Filled pore space 3.7 61.0
(%)
Table 4.3: Structure of discharged foam cathodes, where Li2O fraction corresponds
to the thickness of Li2O grown relative to the electrode thickness, and filled pore
space corresponds to the percent of porosity filled with Li2O assuming it all grows
within the electrode.
The normalized capacities and some structural information of the two foam elec-
trodes are shown in Table 4.3. Before beginning a detailed discussion of the role of
porosity in these foam electrodes, it is worth pointing out the absurdly large areal
capacity of the open foam cathode: 21.0 mAh cm-2. This is about six to seven
times larger than what one can expect for a lithium-ion battery, and it corresponds
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to stripping ~100 µm of lithium metal from the anode.
When considering the structural information of Table 4.3, there are two ways to
interpret the data. First, we can make a similar argument to the one we have made
throughout this chapter: the discharge capacity of a nitrate reduction battery, and
by extension any other phase forming conversion chemistry, is largely dependent on
the architecture of the cathode and not just its available surface area. This is clear as
we note that two cathodes with similar surface area have a significant difference in
discharge capacity which is accounted for by the larger porosity of the open foam.
This issue of pore blocking becomes clear when considering the fraction of pore
space that must be filled by Li2O in order to accommodate the measured discharge
capacity. The open foam is only filling 3.7% of its pore space with Li2O, while the
dense foam is filling 61%. This all suggests that the open foam is the preferable
cathode structure of the two.
However, we can look at these numbers in a different way. When considering
the utilization of pore space, the dense foam performed far better than the open
foam. It may seem strange to consider the utilization of pore space, but in a phase
forming conversion chemistry such a metric is analogous to the packing factor of
active material in a lithium-ion cathode. If the packing factor of active material
in a lithium-ion battery is low, now matter how great the loading is, it will always
have a poor cell level energy density. In the case of these foam electrodes, the same
thing is true of pore space utilization. If only a small fraction of the pore space
is used, then a significant amount of mass and volume will become attributed to
the electrolyte filling that unused pore space, resulting in a poor cell level energy
density. This concept is not often used in the lithium-oxygen field. However, it
has been explored in the lithium-sulfur one[92, 93], and simple calculations have
shown that unless a much smaller amount of electrolyte is used than what is typical
in research, lithium-sulfur batteries will never be able to compete with lithium-ion
ones[94].
When considering both of these interpretations of Table 4.3, it would appear that
the ideal foam electrode lies somewhere between the open and dense foams studied
in this section. By varying the foam thickness between these two edge cases and
performing some simple cell level energy density calculations, one could find this




We began this chapter by motivating the need to find an appropriate metric to
normalize the capacity of phase forming conversion reaction batteries, eventually
determining that one needs to understand the relationship between electrochemical
surface area and pore structure to be able to predict a cathodes discharge capacity. We
then designed and fabricated a proof of concept nickel coated lattice electrode and
determined its electrochemical surface area. Using this proof of concept electrode,
we partially decoupled the cathodes discharge capacity from its electrochemical
surface area, only seeing a direct scaling when the pore structure was explicitly de-
signed such that the electrode behaved as a thin film. Finally, we inverted the notion
of varying an electrodes "useful" electrochemical surface area by instead varying an
electrodes porosity with a fixed surface area. This allowed us to reinforce the con-
clusions drawn with the lattice electrode, while also demonstrating the intricacies
of cell design. While we were able to attain very large discharge capacities by using
structured electrodes, they were still lacking in their achievable current densities,
rendering them inappropriate for most battery applications. However, these findings
provide guidelines for how one would design the ideal electrode: a hierarchical
electrode which combines large scale porosity at the micro-scale to accommodate
discharge product growth with a large surface area at the nano-scale to accommodate
a high current density.
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C h a p t e r 5
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Throughout this thesis, we have studied battery cathodes which employ a phase
forming conversion reaction chemistry, as opposed to themore common intercalation
chemistry of lithium-ion batteries. In particular, we have stressed the difference in
how these two classes of batteries store charge and the resulting distinction in their
reaction mechanisms.
For the lithium-oxygen battery, this has meant a discussion of how an insulating
species can grow electrochemically on the cathode catalyst support. As the solution
mediated growth process for Li2O2 was developed in literature, it became clear that
it is these intermediate species which facilitate a large capacity but are also the ones
that enable unwanted side reactions. We determined that through the use of a molten
salt electrolyte, the issue of organic solvent decomposition can be obviated. In addi-
tion, through thorough characterization we demonstrated the reversible growth and
dissolution of Li2O2 which grew according to its Wulff construction. Furthermore,
this molten salt electrolyte resulted in a lithium-oxygen battery with enhanced in-
termediate solubility and reaction kinetics, leading to a large discharge capacity at
a remarkably low overpotential. However, due to degradation of the amorphous
carbon cathode catalyst support, the battery still failed due to Li2CO3 accumulation
and passivation. While this work has served as a promising step towards realizing
a truly reversible lithium-oxygen battery, there are still many issues left unresolved,
notably the lack of a stable cathode catalyst which works in this electrolyte and the
lack of an effective protected lithium anode.
Continuing work in this molten nitrate electrolyte, we introduced a new take on an
old primary battery chemistry. Through the use of a nickel nanoparticle catalyst,
we have enabled the reversible nitrate reduction/nitrite oxidation redox couple,
carefully characterizing the growth and dissolution of Li2O. Interestingly, this Li2O
also grew according to its Wulff construction. In addition, we have developed a
quantitative ex situ chemical confirmation of this chemistry in a similar vein to
using mass spectrometry in the lithium-oxygen field. Confident in the reversibility
of this chemistry, we cycled a battery for over 1000 hours, and with no obvious
cathodic degradation mechanisms, it should have been able to cycle for far longer
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given a more stable anode. However, as with the lithium-oxygen system, the lack of
a protected lithium anode stands as a crucial impediment to further development of
this chemistry.
Having examined these two phase forming conversion reaction chemistries, we
turned to the question of how to best define capacity in such a battery, using nitrate
reduction as a model system. By explicitly designing a proof of concept architected
electrode with controllable surface area and pore size, we were able to study the
interplay of these two properties and their effect on discharge capacity. In addition,
we used commercially available foam electrodes to similarly examine the role pore
structure plays in determining discharge capacity. It became clear that discharge
capacity only scales with electrochemical surface area when that surface area is able
to behave as a thin film, allowing the unobstructed growth of discharge product.
This suggests that for any real electrode, there is no simple normalization scheme
one can employ to easily define the system like there is in the lithium-ion battery.
It also lends a simple design principle if one wants to make a large capacity phase
forming chemistry: incorporate an open pore structure to accommodate discharge
product growth.
Putting all of this together, we have a good idea of what is necessary for any similar
phase forming chemistry to be realized as a practical battery. First, if a chemistry
involves the dissolution of species into the electrolyte, then it must be paired with
a protected anode to avoid crossover and the dissolved species needs to be stable
to every component in the battery. Second, if discharge product is to be grown
on the surface of some catalytic support, this structure needs to be designed to
accommodate the growth to enable a useful areal capacity. Finally, it is important
to remember that inactive components, such as a large current collector supporting
the catalyst or a large electrolyte volume enabling the product solubility, begin to
play a large role when calculating the cell level energy density. Solving all of these
problems may seem a daunting task, but it was not so long ago when the same was
said of lithium-ion batteries.
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A p p e n d i x A
DETAILED CELL CONSTRUCTION
All alkali metal nitrate salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, vacuum dried at
120 °C for 1 week and stored inside an argon-filled glovebox. Typically, a 12 mm
diameter glass microfiber separator (Whatman) was impregnated with 200–300 mg
of eutectic mixture and then vacuum-dried at 200 °C (above the eutectic melting
point) for 1 day using an oven (LC Technology Solutions) inside the glovebox. For
trace amounts of water in the electrolyte, Karl Fischer titration was performed using
dry N-methylacetamide solvent (NMA, 5 ppm of water, Sigma-Aldrich) before and
after the addition of the dried binary or ternarymixture of nitrate/nitrite salts. Results
show that water content of 10 ppm is typically observed with these electrolytes.
The oxygen positive electrodes consisted of Super P carbon black (Timcal) mixed
with PTFEbinder (Sigma-Aldrich) in a 95:5mass ratio (no catalyst). The amorphous
carbon was used as received with no pretreatment or surface activation. Super P
carbon and PTFE were mixed together in a water–isopropanol mixture and dried in
air at room temperature. The mixture was then dry pressed on a 10 mm diameter
stainless steel mesh. Typical carbon loading in these batteries was 3–5 mg/cm2.
The nitrate reduction positive electrodes, except for the catalyst search, consisted of
nickel nanopowder (MTI Corporation, ~30 nm particle size, ~10 m2/g BET Surface
Area). The nanopowder was used as received with no pretreatment or surface
activation, dry pressed on a 10 mm diameter stainless steel or aluminum mesh.
Typical nickel loading in these batteries was 10–20 mg/cm2. To improve electrolyte
infusion into the porous positive electrodes, electrolyte separators containing the
molten salts and cathode were dried together at 180 °C for 1 day under a vacuum.
Typical battery cells consisted of a hermetically sealed stainless steel fixture (Swagelok)
of known volume, which is comprised of a pressure sensor (Omega) and a valve
(Valco Instruments) that can easily be connected to a mass spectrometer for qualita-
tive and quantitative gas analysis. See Figure A.1 for a picture of the cell assembly.
Together with pressure monitoring, precise concentrations of gas in the head-space
can be determined: consumed and evolved oxygen gas during cycling in the case
of a lithium-oxygen battery, or checking for side reaction products in the case of
a nitrate reduction battery. Batteries are routinely leak tested with helium gas at
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Figure A.1: Picture of Swagelok cell. From top to bottom: pressure sensor (with
sticker); valve allowing access to head-space gas; hollow tube holding gas head-
space (also connected to for positive electrode contact); Swagelok assembly with
spring, current collector, pressed cathode, eutectic-infused separator, lithium anode;
negative current collector rod.
150 °C prior to use. The anode consists of an 8 mm diameter lithium metal disc
(250 µm thick) used as received (MTI Corporation). Once electrolyte and cathode
were added into the battery, a stainless steel spring was used to accommodate vol-
ume changes upon electrolyte melting and to maintain good electrical contact. All
battery construction was performed in an argon-filled glovebox with oxygen and
water levels maintained below 0.1 ppm. Batteries were purged with pure oxygen or
argon (Research 5.0 grade, Airgas), for lithium-oxygen or nitrate reduction batteries
respectively, at room temperature and maintained under positive pressure, typically
around 1.1e5–1.5e5 Pa (1.1–1.5 bar). Batteries were then transferred to an oven kept
at either 120 or 150 °C depending on the molten nitrate/nitrite salts used. Open-
circuit voltage, with periods of typically 6 or 12 h, was applied to ensure both the
battery voltage and the pressure reached equilibrium.
After electrochemical testing, cells were removed from the oven, allowing themolten
salt to freeze. After purging the head-space gas with argon, they were then moved
inside an argon-filled glove box for further analysis. Typically, positive electrodes
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were extracted from batteries after reheating tomelt the electrolyte, and then allowed
to cool again before being rinsedwith ultra-dryNMAsolvent (3x30minutes) in order
to remove excess nitrate salts. If extracting the electrolyte for further analysis was
desired, the entire Swagelok fixture was disassembled, allowing access to the salt
without having to remelt it.
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A p p e n d i x B
ION EXCHANGE CHROMATOGRAPHY CALIBRATION AND
CALCULATION
Calibration Procedure
Ion exchange chromatography works by measuring the time it takes for ions to pass
through a chromatography column. This time will depend on the size and charge
of these ions. After passing through this column, the conductivity of the solution is
measured, and this conductivity is proportional to the concentration of species in the
solution. As this is not a direct measure of concentration, a calibration procedure
must be used to determine the proportionality constant.
Figure B.1: Ion exchange chromatography nitrate calibration scans.
A Dionex ICS-2000 Ion Chromatography System was used for all experiments.
Calibration curves were generated by preparing a series of solutions of know con-
centration in the range of 5–500 µM, and Figure B.1 contains a series of calibration
runs from prepared solutions of LiNO3–KNO3. Similar calibrations were performed
for nitrite salts. All alkali metal nitrate and nitrite salts were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich, and mQ water (ultra-pure water from a Millipore filtration machine) was
used in preparation of all solutions. Calibration curves were generated before each
set of data was collected to account for any long term drift in the instrument, and
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any error, coming from a combination of machine error and solution measurement
error, was generally on the order of a couple percent.
Calculation Details
The concentration of ionic species was calculated based on the calibration data,
and from this a ratio of nitrate to nitrite anions could be calculated. Then, using
the initial mass of electrolyte in the cell, the number of moles of each could be
calculated. There is good reason to not just take the concentration of ionic species
and work backwards through the dilution procedure to arrive at the total amount
of a component in the electrolyte. When disassembling the battery to harvest the
electrolyte (which is done when the electrolyte is a solid), it is easy to not recover
all of the electrolyte, as some will inevitably be stuck in the pores of the cathode or
on the lithium anode. This problem is easily avoided by only taking a ratio of ions
from the chromatography data and using this with the known amount of electrolyte
originally in the battery.
Due to impurities in the electrolyte salts (i.e. nitrite salt containing nitrate impurity),
correction factors calculated from ion exchange chromatography data were applied
to arrive at the final values. When calculating the number of moles of nitrate
and nitrite to attribute to electrochemical behavior, several factors needed to be
considered.
First, when using an electrolyte that contains significant nitrate, it is important to
note that the reaction described in Equation 3.1 also occurs on the lithium anode
as the SEI forms. This process can be seen in cells that sit at OCV and is difficult
to account for, so it is hard to make an accurate correction for it when calculating
moles of nitrate consumed in an electrochemical process. However, working with
a nitrite electrolyte avoids this issue, so studying a purely nitrite electrolyte with a
cathode previously discharged is most appropriate for accurate calculations. Many
other cells were put through this ion exchange chromatography analysis, such as all
the cells of Figure 3.13, but an accurate correction factor for this extra nitrite could
not be found. The amount of time a battery sat at OCV was not a stable enough
metric to be able to generate a calibration relating the time at OCV to the amount
of nitrate generated due to SEI growth. In addition, plating and discharge processes
seemed to evolve nitrite from the lithium anode at an even faster rate, making the
use of a nitrate electrolyte untenable.
Second, nitrite is not generally pure, but it is thermodynamically favorable for ~1%
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of it to convert to nitrate in the presence of oxygen. However, throughout all of
the nitrite calibration series performed across all of the samples run, this impurity
proved to be a constant, and it is therefore easy to account for it in calculations.
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A p p e n d i x C
NANOSCRIBE SPEED OPTIMIZATION
Before discussing how long it takes to write a structure using the Nanoscribe, it is
necessary to give more detail on the operation of the instrument. As mentioned in
the main text, Nanoscribe employs two-photon lithography, a lithography process
in which a photoresist is polymerized by a laser of photons with half the energy
needed for the polymerization reaction to occur (i.e. twice the wavelength of light
that would be used in a normal lithography process). This laser is focused to a
small volume, or voxel, such that the probability of two photons interacting with
the same molecule is high enough that the polymerization process takes place. This
voxel is then rastered in space, allowing the direct writing of polymer throughout
the photoresist.
It is this rastering process which dictates the length of time to fabricate a sample.
The instrument is assembled on an optical table with the laser stationary, and there
are three mechanisms by which rastering can happen. For large translations, the
stage which holds the sample substrate and photoresist moves with an electric motor.
This is too rough a control to make precise features, so it is only used when necessary
to travel a significant distance. The second method also involves stage motion, but
now by use of a piezoelectric controller (piezo mode). This gives precise control
within a couple hundred micron radius but is fairly slow. Until recently, these were
the only means of effectively rastering the laser, limiting the typical sample size to
about 100 µm. However, recently (about three years ago) a new rastering method
was introduced whereby a mirror galvanometer moves the laser focal point (galvo
mode), allowing the rastering to proceed without stage motion. This is a much faster
process, but only achievable in-plane (x,y) and similarly limited to a couple hundred
micron radius.
With a good understanding of the rastering methods, it is time to describe how
all three of them are used together to make a sample. A structure no larger than
~250 µm in any dimension can be made without needing to move the stage with the
motors, so any larger sample must consist of smaller units patched together. In the
case of the lattice array of Chapter Four, this tiled unit is a 120 µm cube. This model
is broken down into a series of raster lines as defined by a MATLAB script, where
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due to the size of the structure each beam is rastered across several times. Starting
from the substrate, all the raster lines in a plane are written in galvo mode before
moving out of plane (up in z) using piezo mode. Then the next plane of raster lines
is written, and so on until the single unit is finished. Finally, the motor takes the
stage to a new spot to begin the next unit. Because the galvo mode is so much faster
than the piezo mode, the out of plane motion plays a large role in determining the
amount of time to make a sample.
Based on the detailed description of how tomake a sample, there are a fewparameters
we can tune to affect the speed of writing. One is the rate of motion of the rastering,
but that only moves within a fairly small range and thus won’t play too large of a
role (this was tested, and little impact on time was seen). Another is the spacing
between the raster lines. While a close spacing of raster lines within a beam leads
to a mechanically robust structure (since the writing voxels significantly overlap),
it also takes a longer time. So in order to see what spacing was allowable, several
parameter sweeps were performed. The spacing in x,y (hatch spacing) and in z (layer
spacing) were varied from 200 nm to 1.5 µm. Because the motion in z is controlled
in piezo mode, maximizing the allowable layer spacing was crucial to minimizing
the time to fabricate a sample. In addition, the laser power was varied because it
plays a role in the extent of polymerization, and thus the mechanical properties of
the structure.
Figure C.1: Nanoscribe parameter sweep. Each group of 12 is performed at a
different laser power. Within each group, a matrix of different layer and hatch
spacings is used (scale bar: 1 mm).
After performing several parameter sweeps similar to the one shown in Figure C.1,
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a maximum allowable raster spacing that still yields a robust structure was found.
Such parameters will be different for each photoresist used, and IP-S photoresist was
chosen because it has the largest interaction volume, allowing for the largest raster
spacing. Implementing this set of parameters for the macroscopic lattice array of
Chapter Four results in a write time of 20 hours. Trying to create such a structure
before optimization (i.e. implementing typical writing parameters used by other
group members at the time) would have taken about 2 weeks, an untenable amount
of time for making a single sample.
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A p p e n d i x D
WETTING OF ARCHITECTED ELECTRODES
Wetting for Nitrate Reduction
When first attempting to use a lattice array as an electrode for nitrate reduction as
in Chapter Four, the electrochemical data were noisy and the achievable currents
were lower than expected, being worse than the thin film electrode. Based on
discussions with collaborators who struggled with similar problems using a molten
salt electrolyte, it was suspected that the electrolyte was not wetting the lattice.
Because the LiNO3–KNO3 electrolyte is a solid below 125 °C, directly working with
the electrode in the electrolyte was untenable. This required a different approach
for pre-wetting electrodes before cell assembly.
At first glance, we assumed that the wetting issue was due to the viscosity of the
molten salt. To resolve this, we used a 100 g L-1 LiNO3–KNO3 aqueous solution,
hoping the lower viscosity of water would be sufficient. Figure D.1 shows the result
of pipetting 100 µL of this solution on both the lattice and film electrodes.
Figure D.1: Wettability of lattice electrode. Aqueous solution of 100 g L-1 LiNO3–
KNO3 dropped onto electrodes. (A) Side view of droplet on lattice and thin film
electrodes. (B) Lattice electrode viewed through droplet acting as lens (scale: metal
disc is 1 cm in diameter).
Interestingly, it was not the viscosity but that the lattice is fairly hydrophobic, con-
firming the assumption that wetting was likely the issue with poor nitrate reduction
performance, and the water droplet behaved like a lens, allowing observation of the
lattice array by eye. In order to encourage the solution to wet the lattice, enough
salt solution was added so that the lattice and a bubble within it were completely
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submerged. This was then briefly put into a vacuum oven. The moment vacuum
was pulled, a bubbles emerged from the lattice, not unlike the one in Figure D.2c.
Once all the bubbles had left (after only about 30 seconds), the filled lattice was
taken out of the vacuum oven and dried on a hot plate. Once the water left, salt was
impregnated in the lattice, and when put in contact with more molten salt, it readily
filled.
Wetting for Surface Area Measurements
Having determined the viability of a lattice electrode for studying nitrate reduction,
it was necessary to know its surface area. Knowing the difficulty of wetting a lattice
from the previous section, we decided to study the wetting process, and Figure D.2
shows its evolution using a Keyence VW–9000 high speed optical microscope.
Figure D.2: Wetting of a lattice electrode, by optical microscopy. Images of lattice
electrode (A) when dry, (B) immediately after immersion in water, (C) after 15
minutes of immersion, and (D) after CVs of Figure 4.9. (scale bar: (A-C) 500 µm
and (D) 250 µm).
The entire lattice and its stainless steel substrate were submerged in a shallow bath
of DI water. Immediately upon immersion, it appeared that no bubbles were going
to leave the electrode, but suddenly a large bubble developed and began to grow over
time. Interestingly, the size of this bubble served as a good measure of the extent
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to which air had left the electrode. By simply measuring the size of the bubble and
comparing this with porosity values calculated from the SOLIDWROKS model,
we could know what fraction of the lattice had been wet. After sitting in the bath
overnight, the lattice became fully wet.
As mentioned in Chapter Four, there were some bubbles in the lattice after running
the CVs to measure the electrode surface area, as seen in Figure D.2d. It is hard
to measure the fraction of space filled with bubble as one can not tell how many
unit cells within a column are filled with air, but this observation seems to confirm
the slightly smaller measured surface area compared to what was expected from the
SOLIDWORKS model calculation.
